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We've Got You Covered
Centra is not only a network of hospitals, family practice^ and
internal medicine facilities—we're a team that cares for you. Centra is dedicated
to improving the quality of life throughout our communities by providing quality,
award-winning healthcare that's right in your backyard.

Our Southside Primary Care practices
Centra Southside Professional Services:
Victoria Office
1418 6th Street
Victoria, VA 23974
434-696-5555
Burkeville Medical Group
412 Namozine Street
Burkeville, VA 23922
434-767-5511
Cumberland Medical Center
1758 Anderson Hwy.
Cumberland, VA 23040
804-492-9086

include:

Centra Southside Farmville Medical Clinic
1705 E. Third Street
Farmville, VA 23901
434-315-2850
Satori Medical Center
312 King Street
Keysville, VA 23947
434-736-8801
Family Medicine of Farmville
Lawrence C. Vamer MD (Effective Dec 1.2010)
400 Longwood Ave
Farmville, VA 23901-1524
434-392-6101

For more information about Centra

Call 1.877.MDLINK 1

C E N T R A

Same Day Appointments!

Southside Community Hospital

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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Longwood Employee
Fired after Gun
Found in Vehicle

Illegal Downloading Could Cost You Thousands
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

NICOLE DALES

D o you use Limewire, BitTorrent, Ares, or any
other site to illegally download music, movies or
other content? You couldfacethousands of dollars in
fines and potential iail time.
Vice President of information & Instructional Technology Services (IITS) Dr. Frank Moore explained
that what is commonly occurring is peer-to-peer file
sharing. "On this laptop they [students] have downloaded a program such as BitTorrent They turn the
software on and it goes out across the Internet," explained Moore.
He used the song "Need You Now" by Lady Antebellum as an example. Anyone who has these illegal
downloading programs on their computer is connected to a network of other computers with the
same program. When a user searches "Need You
Now," it will search every other computer with that
program downloaded to see who nas "Need You
Now" and who can get it to the user the fastest.
The Recording Industry Association of America
(RIAA) has been cracking down on illegal downloading. They are searching to see who has these
types of software installed and when they identity a
program they know the music was obtained illegally.
If it is found on Longwood's network, they send an
email to abuse@longwood.edu.
In 2008, die government passed the Higher Education Opportunities Act The act outlines how universities should deal with unauthorizedfilesharing Students using illegal downloading programs could face prison time In addition to serious fines.
on campus networks. There are three general criteria
every university needs tofollow.First, all universities Richard Chassey, to talk about the possible infringe- fundingforthe university at risk- In other words, federally funded programs such asresearchgrants for
neea to conduct an annual disclosing of what copy- ment If the student comes and complies by the
right law is and university policies regarding copy- that is included in the letter, then Cnassey wiH send faculty, federal work-study and federal loans could
an «nail clearing them. If theyfailto do so, then In- potentially evaporate.
right law.
As long as someone has the program on their comSecond, each university needs to create a plan to ef- ternet access to the university s network will be cut
puter, they are sharing any songs that have ever been
fectively combat the unauthorized distributionforthe off for die student with no further notification.
Both the student and the university couldfacepo- downloaded. As long as you nave the software on
copyright material The third criterion is creating a
plan to offer alternatives to illegally downloading.
tential consequencesfornot complying with federal your computer, you are linked into the "community"
Moore explained that the university presents dur- law, For example, a woman was ordered to pay $1.92 and evenJf you are not actively using the software,
ingfreshmanorientation and sends out an email at muiion for illegally downloading 24 songs on the your computer is still sharing files. Even if you buy a
CD And put it on your laptop^ if you have the illecal
the beginning of every year explaining what the issue website Kaaza.
software, it wiH shaj-e that music illegally across the
Moore
explained
that
hii
department
does
not
tell
i& They also nave a "packet shaper" on the network,
which looks through incoming trafficforillegal sites. the RIAA which student is illegally downloading, but networks. .
When that activity is detected tney will throttle down the university can only do so mucn to protect the stu- Moore advised students to contact their Resident
(RTA)
and have the software
MOOTAssociate
AS!
MM
the bandwidth so therefore a song that would nor- dents. "We are doing all these things me federal gov- Technology
mally take two minutes to download will now take ernment says we have to do because we are trying to wniped ofttneir computer immediateJy
protect the students. The last thing we wanttosee is junior Will Nixon has been working on Xbox isup to two days.
When this activity is detected, both the student and a student hauled intofederalcourt in Richmond and sues through the Help Desk, and he explained that
the Office of Honor and Judicial Affairsreceivea let- suddenly come out with a $250,000fine,"said Moore. they have been experiencing a lot of issues.
Moore went on to explain that if the students fail to
ter. The student will then need to set up a meeting
STORY CONTINUED AT THEROTUNDAONLINE.COM
with the Director of Honor and Judicial Affairs Dr. cease illegally downloading, it would put all federal

Camerata Singers Experience Bus Problems on Recent Trip

Editor-in-Chief
A firearm was found in a Longwoodregistered vehicle in the Brock Commons
parking garage on Nov. 5, according to a
press release from Longwood University.
The owner was identified as Amherst
CountyresidentValerie Lynn Epling, also
known as Valerie Lynn Tomlin, an administrative and office specialist in Facilities Management at Longwood
University.
Epling nad a sawed-off shotgun in her
vehicle, possession of which is a class four
felony. A warrant was obtained for Epling,
and she was arrested by the Amherst
County Sheriff's Department on November 6fora felony possession of an illegal
firearm.
"The discovery of thefirearmin Ms.
Epling's vehiclereflectsvery well upon the
alertness and professionalism of the
Longwood University Police Department," said Associate Vice President for
Marketing & Communications at Longwood Dennis Sercombe.
"I do feel this speaks to the level of vigilance that the LUPD provides in its day
to day efforts of keeping the Longwood
community safe, and the level of professionalism displayed each and every day
by our officers," said Longwood Police
Chief Bob Beach.
He added, "One other point that I
would like to make is the great amount of
support that we receivedfromour public
safety partners at the local, state and federal level as we continue our processing
of this incident. This too speaks of the
level of professionalism of our officers as
they smoothly interact with these partnering resources."

' The discovery of the
firearm in Ms. Epling's
vehicle reflects very well
upon the alertness and
professionalism of the
Longwood University
Police Department."

Students askfor Longwood to reevaluate bus safety after multiple transportation issues Beach explained that there would be a
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
O n Fri., Nov. 5, the 28-passenger
Longwood University bus was traveling with the 25-member Camerata
Singers onboard en route to a concert
at a Lutheran church in Lynchburg.
Thomas Mason, last year's president
of the group, said they usually take
charter buses, such as Abbot, when
traveling long distances or when they
have large instruments to take witn
them. However, they stuck with Longwood transportation since Lynchburg
is only located about an hour from the
university. The bus left campus at 5
p.m.
Mason was in the second seat of the
bus when he realized something wasn't right. He said the driver asked
Dustin Shuman, president of the
Camerata Singers, and himself, if
someone could call Dr. Ryan Hebert,
Director of Choral Activities (who was

in front of the bus in his vehicle), after
the battery light came on and the bus
was "losing power." Mason said the
driver could not accelerate the bus and
noted it was beginning to overheat.
"We tried to keep the news up front
because we didn't want people in the
back to start panicking, said Mason.
The driver pulled off onto the Appomattox, Va. exit. "He didn't immediately turn the bus off since he was
afraid it wouldn't restart," explained
Mason. He then said smoke began to
show from the bus and he, Shuman
and Hebert all gathered students off
the bus for their safety.
"It smelled like burning rubber," said
Hebert. He said the most worrisome
thing to him was the driver saying he
had use of the brake system.
Hebert said he called Longwood
Campus Police, who did not know
who to contact regarding the situation.
Hebert said he tried calling Jennie
Hardy, administrative specialist for
Facilities Management, who, accord-

ing to sources, was out of town during
the situation. Instead of leaving a message at the emergency contact number
on Hardy's voicemail, Hebert called
Interim Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Dr. Ken Perkins, who then
made arrangements for University
Emergency Management Coordinator
Jordan Miles and himself to drive two
14-passenger buses to the scene.
"The thing that was so frustrating
was the bus driver only had a key ana
a note, no emergency contact number." Shuman ana junior Patrick Freund each drove one of the buses from
the scene to the destination in Lynchburg. Hebert said it was chaos and nobody knew who exactly to call.
"It wasn't a very good representation
of Longwood for us to be at this concert to try andrecruitpeople when we
showed up at a quarter-to-eight when
it started at 7:30 p.m.," said Mason.
"This made us look very unprofessional," Mason added. He said the
choir had no time to warm up or re-

hearse. "If we're trying to recruit students, we've got to go above and beyond," said Mason.
Christine Melendez, a junior who
has been with the group since Fall
2008, said there was a garage right
next to the exit. She too said there was
smoke coming from the engine. She
added that the son of the owner of the
nearby garage saw the students at the
bus ana came over to look at it. He
said it was most likely a belt that had
slipped and offered to fix it, but it
would take about an hour.
"It wasn't a huge concert, but it did
look bad ... especially because this
was an outreach event, she said. "It's
really unfortunate because Lynchburg
is so dose." The group arrived at the
church during the last part of the high
school performance they had come to
see. They were on the side of the road
for 90 minutes or more.
CONTINUES ON PG. 2

preliminary court hearing from Epling
sometime in December at a date yet to be
determined. He added the investigation
of some elements of the case is still ongoing.
Longwood sent out this pressreleaseon
Nov. 10 that stated, "A Longwood University employee was arrested on Saturday (11.6.10)followingthe discovery of a
firearm in the employee's personal, Longwood-registered vehicle on Friday,
(11.5.10) in the Brock Commons parking
garage on campus. A Longwood University police officer noticed thefirearmin
the car after parking his police vehicle.
The employee was subsequently arrested by the Amherst Sheriff's Office for
felony possession of an illegal firearm.
This person is no longer working at
Longwood University."
Members of the campus community are
reminded that Longwood University Policy 7309 prohibits the possession of
weapons on campus. For more information, go to:
http://www.longwood.edu/vpaf/final_pol
icy_base/7000/7309.htm.
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The Importance Students Ask Longwood to Reevaluate Bus Safety Protocol
of Honesty
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

IANSHIH

Asst. News Editor
H onesty,
genuine honesty, appears to be in short
supply, these days.
Foolproof derivatives, lead-free toys,
Bernie Madoff, tne
Shake Weight, let's
NEWS
not even get into
COLUMN
government and
politics. It seems the
amount of truth found in any given statement is inversely proportional to the number of lawyers one can afford. Regardless of
whether information comes from a police
officer, a president, or even a priest, just
about everything is hard to trust We've even
created the term "media literacy" to define
awareness for the half-truths, "untruths,"
and blatant lies Fox News the media tells.
Do not be fooled by the fools with the
biggest mouths. The apparent celebration of
lies told by those with public recognition is
a false perception. That is not how the real
world operates. Honestly. Lies, no matter
how clever or intricate, are never rewarded.
It is not without sound reason that truth is a
universal virtue. Although often masked,
the personal consequences that arise from
lies are never buried. Those who lie are stigmatized as untrustworthy and in a world
where news travels instantly it is nearly impossible to escape such a stigma.
Nor can trust ever be rebuilt Honesty is
the keystone of trust; it holds together all the
pieces that build a successful relationship:
faith, confidence, safety, and comfort Those
pieces cannot stand alone without honesty
and whenever a he is told it chisels away at
the bond of trust between people. Consider
your own experiences. Has anyone who betrayed you ever fully regained your confidence? As our former president so
accurately put it "Fool me once, shame on
you. Fool me twice - you can't get fooled
again."
But unfortunately, it is one of those things
you learn the hard way. The smallest of lies
or ^untruths" come back to bite you when
you least expect it A he can still naunt you
even if you nave not been caught in it (yet).
Lies become burdens that just linger, and the
longer they are held the heavier tney get and
harder to nold. The shame of lying grows
and the truth becomes harder and harder to
tell, because often, more lies are told to cover
up the original lie. Lies beget lies and with
each passing day the hole gets deeper and
darker, and naraer to climb out of.
Like so many other people, I had to learn all
of this the painfully hard way. I nearly lost
the best thing in my life; the one thing that
makes me the happiest; the person I cared
for die most; and of course, tne person who
deserved it die least.
Standing on the edge of loss, looking over

"Honesty is the
keystone of trust; it
holds together all the
pieces that build a
successful relationship:
faith, confidence, safety,
and comfort."
everything you'll never have again. It's a
place I never want to return to ever again.
Much more devastating is the pain and nurt
that you've inflicted. One of the most awful
feelings in the world is when you have to
look into the eyes that will never look at you
the same. Lies blur the line between fiction
and reality. Few people enjoy being unsure
of the veracity oftheir relationships, can you
blame them? Who want to question everything about a relationship? It is tiring and
stressful
If you find yourself in such a situation, do
yourself a favor. Take control, don't let lies
control you. No matter how cliche it sounds,
the truth will set youfree.There will be consequences, but they are assuredly better than
the torture and captivity of any mental prisons built by lies. A lie always becomes uncovered, the truth always comes out lust ask
Bernie Madoff, the mastermind of the
largest Ponzi scheme in history, "As the
years went by I knew this day, and my arrest would inevitably come. If you find
yourself doubting that you're just lying to
yourself. When the truth is revealea, it
leaves you wondering why you even lied in
thefirstplace and you suddenly realize that
it would have been so much better to have
just told the truth.

Hebert said, "We just had to
show up and sing. And that's
not the way we do things." He
said the performance "was not
our best and that the students
were both "frazzled and tired.
But they wanted to do it We
made an obligation."
He added, Luckily, the audience listened with kind ears.
There were people there that
were choral directors and
choral singers and I think they
probably aidn't get to see us at
our best That's what frustrates
me." He said a professional violinist was also paid to play
with them during the concert

Since its founding in 1976,
the Camerata Singers have
performed throughout the
country, including prestigious
venues such as tne National
Cathedral in Washington D.C.
and St Patrick's Cathedral in
New York City. In 2004, the
choir was invited to perform
at the Virginia Music Educators Association state conference in Norfolk.
"I question whether or not
the university has a procedure
or policyforstrand«! students
if they are traveling," said
Hebert I f there is, it was not
clearly articulated to us." He
addea, "The overall impression of the university is diminished when you tell the

audience the bus broke down."
Hebert said a similar situation has occurred before. He
receivedacalllastyear that the
bus' transmission was broken
right before the grow had to
leave for an event The students had to scramble and get
acarpodsi together to travelIto
Lyncnburg on that occasion.
Motor Pool Supervisor
Barry Gentry explained the
smog pump on the bus became locked up. Sonny Merryman, Inc., out of Lynchburg,
repaired it this past week.
The smog pump as Gentry
described, helps cut down on
pollution. Since the
ocked up, the main bat also
>roke, which helped cause the

water pump to stop functioning and the bus to overheat.
"What happened was, when it
started locking up ... the
driver continued driving it a
ways and it caused the bus to
overheat" he said
Gentry said Longwood
couldn't service the bus because it is too big for the
garage to accommodate. He
said uie transmission went out
on the vehicle last year. The
bus was purchased by the university in used condition, with
90,000 miles, according to
Gentry. It has been property
of Longwood for about two
years.
He said Merryman has
driven the bus a number of

times and made sure it works.
Gentry added the bus was
scheduled for pick- up this
morning. "Everybody was
very helpful, which was very
good"
"We're not going to stop
using Longwood's transportation because of this situation,"
said Melendez. "We just hope
this will encourage them to
prevent this from nappening
in the future," she adaed.
"I will never use that bus
again," said Hebert "They can
put a new engine in it ana call
it brand new. I've been burned
twice and I won't be burned
again."

Veterans Day: A Day to Remember Those Who Serve Our Nation
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
Veterans Day. It's a day dedicated to honor those
who serve in our military. This federal holiday falls
on November 11 every year and is also referred to as
Armistice Day or Remembrance Day. According to
the United States Department of Veterans Affairs,
President Woodrow Wilson first declared Veterans
Day in 1919, and after years of celebration it became
an official holiday on May26,1954. The day is meant
to honor those who are fighting, who have fought
and who have lost their lives for our country.
Veterans Day continues to be of importance today.
"I think it's important now particularly to remember veterans because we have an all-volunteer military and such a small percentage of the population
actually serves in the military... I think its a day that
people who never serve should at least remember
that very small percentage of the population that do
serve nowT explained Chair of the History Depart-

ment Dr. David Coles.
"Its honoring those who have sacrificed everything
they have to give us what we have now ... all the
things we takeforgranted, they probably didn't have.
They fought and left wives behind, left their children
behind and everything, so it's about honoring them
and their sacrifices," said freshman and ROTC
member Billy Davis.
Longwood remembered three from the campus
community who lost their lives in Iraq or
Afghanistan with an event in the Lankfbrd Student
Union Ballroom on Nov. 11 at 11 a.m. The Longwood Student Veterans sponsored the event
"We had President General Finnegan come speak,
we had someonefromthe Virginia Wounded Warrior program come speak, ana that was in the student unioa Then we nad a receptionfollowingwith
food and drinks," said Longwood Student Veterans
President Austin Ling who is a veteran himself.
Longwood president Patrick Finnegan led a moment of silence for Army Capt Shane T. Adcock,
Marine Sgt. Donald J. Lamar II, and Army Sgt An-

Skateboarding Still Hot Topic
Among SGA Members
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
T h e Student Government
Association (SGA) met for
their weekly meeting on
Tues., Nov. 16 at 3:45 p.m. in
the BC Rooms of the Lankford Student Union. A total
of $887 was allocated to
Longwood University Ambassadors for four people to
go to a conference in North
Carolina for three nights.
The motion passed unanimously.
A total of $7, 584 was allocated to Tri-Council for
the Association for Fraternal Leadership and Values
conference. Tnree students
from each council will attend the conference. The
purpose of the event is to
Detter educate the councils
about recruitment and leadership roles. The Big Event
Committee was allocated
$1,636.90 for a Macintosh
computer and printer and
$700 for supplies.
Jamie Hillman, manger of
the Barnes and Noble Longwood Bookstore, came to
remind students to bring
back any rented textbooks
used this semester. She said
30 percent of the titles they
sell were available for rent,
and students took advantage
of the new policy 22 percent
of the time. She saia books
are rented at 45 percent
their retail price.
Interim Director of Multicultural Affairs Cam Patterson came in front of the
Senate as part of the University Diversity Counpil. He
said a campus-wide diversity survey would be
launched Mon. Nov. 29.
"The purpose of the is survey is to allow us... to gain
a oetter insight into now
students perceive their
Longwood environment,"
said Patterson.
The survey will look into
how students interact with
faculty, staff and peers. Patterson said he is asking the
SGA to promote the survey
as "student leaders" and
added it is very important

for students to actually take
the survey. It will be conducted through Survey
Monkey.
The Community Standards Committee met last
week to discuss the skateboarding policy on campus
again. Vice President Brandon Fry said the committee
took into consideration the
vote from the SGA that
would prohibit any motorized vehicles, except for
wheelchairs, to be on the
section of Brock Commons
from Iler Hall to the Ruffner
fountain. This includes university-owned trucks and
golf carts. However, there
was some confusion in the
language used to distinguish
the Brock Commons Pavilion" as it is referred to.
Furthermore, Fry said the
hope is for students to practice community policing in
enforcing the policy. No
other member of the committee could be contacted
prior to press time for comment. Due to some concerns
from
senators,
Executive Senator John
Harwood Scott motioned a
vote of no confidence,
which was then resented.
Senior Class Representative Emily Van Daniker
made a new motion to vote
on the policy from the committee. Fifteen senators
voted to not support the
policy, while five voted to
support it and four voted to
abstain. Fry explained a letter would be sent to the
committee stating the SGA
did not support the new
proposal, which the committee can overturn.
Hie SGA did not vote on a
new secretary to replace
Brian Reid as previously reported. The motion to waive
quorum, which they were
about to lose at 5 p.m., fell
by a majority vote when
Reid maae the motion. The
issue will be most likely
taken up at the next meeting
on T\ies., Nov. 30 at 3:45
p.m., location TBD.

drew H. McConnell.
In addition to Finnegan and Martha Mead, the representative from the Virginia Wounded Warrior
Program, Dr. John Miller, was present Miller, who is
an assistant English professor, serves as a co-sponsor for Longwood Student Veterans. The other cosponsor is English professor Susan Stinson, who
helped a great amount with the planning of the event
but was unable to be in attendance.
"One percent of the population is responsible for
dealing with all of the death and destruction they
have to go though being involved in... a day you can
remember the sacrifices of the people who day in
and day out serve and people who go over there...
most of us kind of go by day by day and do not pay
much attention to me war, but it's a time to remember the people who have to go through it" said Coles.
Longwood Student Veterans are involved with several other events including the Wounded Warrior
Weekend Fundraiser and tne Shane Adcock Memorial Walk. For more information, contact Ling at
austinJing@live.longwood.edu
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New Holiday Tradition Strives to Showcase Diversity
format instead of a lecture format explained
Robertson. "This has been in the back of my head
since August" he added However, work only
began in October.
Longwoods first "I Believe in Tradition" video, Last year, the annual "Festival of Lights: Explorwhere students, faculty, and staff will share their ing the Diversity of Holidays and Hory Days durmemories of the many diverse celebrations of the ing the Season" program was held on campus and
winter season, will take place on Wed, Dec 1 at 5 featured a panel to discuss pluralism and celebraand 6 pm in the Blackwell Foyer. The video will be tion of faith. Panel members included Rao, Riden,
shown twice to accommodate faculty who are leav- Rev. Sylvia Meadows, pastor of Farmville United
ing and then studentsriehtbefore they go about Methodist Church; ana Dr. Neal Holmes, director
their evening activities. Tne event is put on as a co- of the Call Me MISTER program. They discussed
laborative effort between the Student Engagement holidays and holy days and the commonalities beTeam and the President's Office.
Larry Robertson, chair of the student engage"The hope is for this to
ment team, associate dean of students and executive director for Residential and Commuter Life
(RCL), said there has been a noticeable "dwindling bring students and faculty
attendance" in the Festival of Lights program held
together to talk about
in the past He described the event as a different
type of educational presentation. "Hie hope is for
tnis to bring students and faculty together to talk what is important to them
about what is important to them during the holiduring the holiday
day season," Robertson said
The video is slated to last around 30 minutes, acseason."
cording to early estimates, and will touch on different holiday traditions among the Lonewood
community. "It's something interactive, said tween the two.
Robertson said the group has worked closely
Robertson. He hopes to have features such as a
boardforpeople to write their own beliefs on at with lone McKenzie, associate deanforstudent affairs, and Administrative & Office Specialist in
the event
Featured in the video will be faculty members Multicultural Affairs and International Student
Dr. Ramesh Rao, professor and chair of the De- Services Denise Harris as well. Maureen Wallspartment of Communication Studies & Theatre; McKay, Lea MuUins, Jennifer Huddleston, and
Dr. Melanie Marks, professor of economics; Dr. Diane Easter have all helped out as well, he added
Carl Riden, assistant professor of sociology; and "They're a good group to work with."
Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president for student affairs, Rooertson said the team chose the foyer area so
among others. Additional staff and students will be the event could be near the holiday tree. He said
featured in the 25 to 30-person video as well. this allows everyone to recognize the Rotunda as a
President Patrick Finnegan will be in the intro- very importantpart of the university's history. "I'm
duction of the video as well as in attendance at the realty interestedto see how they all come together,"
event Hie evening will be more of an "open house" Robertson said when talking about the interviews

COREY MORRIS

News Editor

in the video. He called it "engaging"
Josh Blakely, who is the area coordinator for west
campus and is assisting in the video portion of the
event said the purpose of the celebration is to "get
all sorts of perspectives." Such perspectives include
talking to peoplefromJewish, Atheist and Pagan
beliefs. "We're talking with a wide range of people
about their rations around the holiday," he said.
Blakely said he and Andrew Young official university videographer and multimedia specialist
have been interviewing faculty, staff and students
about their holiday traditions. Blakely said he
mainly does the transcribing for the video and
hopes to do some editing along with Young.
Diversity is one of these topics that everyone is
concerned about but everyone is scared to talk
about" said Blakely. The event is the latest in ayear
full of happenings that continue the theme of this
year's First-Year Reading Experience titled, "This
I Believe II: More Personal Philosophies of Remarkable Men and Women." This international
project engages people in writing and sharinges<
says describing the core values that guide th<eir
daily lives.
"I think it's really important to recognize diverse
perspectives," said Blakely. "Sometimes, understanding diversity is understood by the diversity
that's already around us."
He said tnat Pierson told members of the RCL
staff during a recent meeting "When we start to
know each other ... that's when people start to
open up."
"In a culture where we are constantly bombarded
with the negative, when people assert their belief,
it's powerful," said Blakely. "Each of us is a unique
individual and each of us has a core belief

Alcoholic Energy Drinks' Health Legitimacy Under Debate
SEMIEN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
A*our, a familiar alcoholic energy drink, has
come under scrutiny for
its purported danger to
drinkers. Containing either 10 percent (Pour
Maxed) or 6-12 percent
(Four Loko) ABV and
amounts of caffeine, taurine and guarana Four is
offered in the United
States and European
markets.
The purported danger
of beverages like Four
arose with investigation
in the past decade into
other alcoholic energy
drinks such as Sparks,
Joose, and Tilt. In 2007,
thirty state attorney generals brought a case
against
"caffeinated
beers," citing research
that indicatea the potential harm of caffeine
when used to simply
mask intoxication. In addition, a study at the University of Florida in
Gainesville found that
students who consumed
alcohol and caffeine
thought themselves more
capable of driving than
students who consumed
alcohol alone. Some
years earlier, researchers
at Human Performance
Laboratory found that
combining alcohol and
caffeine can negatively
affect the respiratory and
cardiovascular system."
Rising binge drinking
rates and a particular
focus on college students
was also troubling. In
2008, faced with mounting pressure, manufacturers Anheuser-Busch

and Miller Coors reformulated their drinks.
Focus landed directly
on Four in 2009, as its
brewery Phusion Projects and twelve others
were investigated by the
United States Fooa and
Drug Administration for
their caffeinated drinks.
Whether these drinks
were safe or legal was put
into question and the
breweries were required
to provide proof of legitimacy.
Recently, use of Four
Loko has caused increasing rates of injury and
blackout on college and
university campuses. The
University of Rhode Island, Rapamo University,
Worcester State University, Mount St. Mary's
University, and Wentworth Institute of Technology banned the drink
once students were hospitalized.
On October 9, nine college students were hospitalized in Roslyn, Wash.,
following a party in
which Four Loko was
heavily consumed and
then chased with vodka,
rum and other spirits. As
a result, Central Washington University also
banned Four Loko
"pending a thorough review of drug and alcohol
education programs and
policies and a study of
the dangers associated
with the Brinks."
Four responded by
posting
responsible
drinking tips" on their
site with instruction for
both the customer and
retailer. However, the
drink's explosive reputation has not gone with-

out notice and is re- Bomb with flavored
counted on sites such as vodka and The Four
Four Loko Stories and Panty Dropper with gin
The Loko List while and peach schnapps.
Though under scrutiny
threatening to become
from medical and grasspart of pop culture.
organizations,
In response, fifteen col- roots
leges including Salve along with tne other alRegina
a University - coholic energy drinks,
Southern CQ^neeti® ' Four began a$ a particuState University, aUtf larly marketable idea that
Massachusetts Maritime has pleased consumers
Academy have gathered with the ABV to get
to inform stuaents of drunk and creative tastes
Four Lokos' dangers. to make it easily enjoyMeanwhile,
eastern able.
stores' Tops Markets,
Longwood University
Price Chopper, and Weg- Police Officer James
mans discontinued tne Thorpe discussed how
drink and Phusion sub- Four nas established itsequently prepared to self in Longwood's
withdraw its product drinking habits and its
from the state of New observable disadvanYork entirely.
tages. Within the past
With its release in 2005, year, two serious inciFour gained a great deal dents have involved Four '
of interest anarecogni- Loco. One involved what
tion. Its creators Ohio Thorpe described as a
belligerent"
State University alumni "very
Chris
Hunter, Jeff drinker and the other inWright, and Jaisen Free- volved a student who,
man had great confi- unaware of his drunkendence in their formula ness, caused his alcoholic
and spent a great deal of blood levels to jump
time promoting it after from .17 to a lethal .42.
approval from tne AlcoAccording to Thorpe,
hol and Tobacco Tax and caffeine aoesn't slow
Trade Bureau.
down the alcohol abFour was initially called sorption, but it makes
"sweeter and subtler" you less aware of it" and
than other alcoholic en- thus the likelihood of alergy drinks on BSUDai- cohol poisoning is
lvNews.com and is greatly increased. As the
different from competi- highest alcoholic content
tors due to the addition or uiy alcoholic energy
of wormwood. The sweet drink, Four Loko is espetaste of the drink dis- cially liable to cause
guised its alcohol content quick, unexpected, and
and made it more palat- undetected intoxication.
able for female drinkers. In addition, the 30 to 40
Along with caffeinated minute lapse between
alcoholic drink B-to-the drinking and full absorpE, Four started by sug- tion ana the one to three
gesting mixers witn hard hours per beer for intoxliquor such as the F- ication to pass create

more powerful, longlasting drunkenness.
While reasons for
switching to alcoholic
energy arinks may reflect favor toward caffeinated beverages, the
drink's good taste, or the
large ABV, another may
be concentrated on its
main audience. Drinks
like Four Loko mainly
enjoy drinkers between
the ages of 17 and 20.
The use among drinking
age and older individuals
is largely reduced. Due to
Four Loko's energy
drink-like appearance
and disguisable alcohol
label, an underage
drinker can easily pass it
off.
Facing litigation and
some
organizations'
drive for Four Loko to be
banned wholesale, there
is some debate as to what
should be done about the
drink. However, many
would not segregate this
drink from any other so
far as its danger and say
that, realizing its characteristics, one should use
it suitably and responsibility. The effects of Four
Loko are also not limited
to the combativeness of
Officer Thorpe's encounter. It may be that
the drink garners, like
any other, individual reactions and it has proved
to give its drinkers what
they would want out of a
beverage, and some particularly interesting stories to go along with it.
That said, some may
question if Four and its
line of drinks should be
regarded as a product
with certain limitations
or a popular mistake.

Dr. Jordan to Dedicate New Elm Tree Near Beale Plaza
nese elm, replace the American was not removed until a month
COREY MORRIS
elm that was cut down over fall ago was because of bidding the
News Editor
break this semester by Timber- work out to a tree removal comline Tree & Landscape service pany.
Arborist Van Yah res Tree
D r . James Jordan, professor from Charlotte Court House,
of anthropology, will be the Va. The tree stood next to the Company, from Charlottesville,
Va., inspected the elm earlier
speaker during a brief ceremony Cunninghams Residence HalL
Discussion began in the spring this year and prescribed some
on Mon., Nov. 22 at 12:15 p.m.
to celebrate the planting of two of 2010 to possibly remove the pruning to be done in the fall.
new elm trees on campus. The tree, which was showing signs of Westernoff estimated nearly
ceremony will be held near failing health. In January, a limb 2,500 people passed under the
Beale Plaza outside of Ruffner 14 inches in diameter broke off tree each day. The main concern
Hall, according to Space Plan- from the 175-year-old dm. Bill from Waller was safety.
The only hope the tree had of
ning and Real Property Man- Westerhoff, director of landscaping and grounds manage- surviving was if a large amount
ager Louise Waller.
The two trees, both a cross be- ment, told The Rotunda in of rain would have rallen over
tween an American and Chi- October the reason why the tree the summer months. However,

because of the dry summer and
excessive heat, along with concern of Dutch elm disease
spread by elm bark beedes, the
tree was scheduled for removal.
Additionally, there were rotten
areas and an obvious large hole
in the upper part of the trunk.
Waller said the public is invited
to the ceremony that will celebrate the life or the Cunninghams elm and the beginning of
life for the two new elms, which
will be planted a day before the
event. The new elms will stand
15 feet tall each.

The Rotunda
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NEWS BRIEFLY
Bacteria Outbreak at
Richmond Hospital Kills One
RICHMOND, Va.—One newborn child died and ten others were sickened because of a staph bacteria outbreak in September at the neonatal
intensive care unit inside HCA Inc., CJW Medical Center (Chippenham). According to the Richmond Tunes- Dispatch, the outbreak of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, came about two months ago
and caused the 15-bed unit to be dosedforfiveweeks. The area
reopened Nov. 11 after a recommendation by the Richmond City health
officials and other infection-control experts.
Hie one fatality due to the MRSA outbreak occurred on September 2, according to Karen Nelson, spokeswoman for the hospital. Three of the
infants are still being hospitalized and only one is still being treated for
MRSA. The hospital unit was closed prior to the health department being
alerted Infants mat who needed care were all sent to CJW Medical Center (Johnston-Willis). MRSA, a common form of staph infection, is resistant to certain antibiotics and can be severe and life-threatening to
patients with compromised immune systems, especially in health-care
settings.

Bedford County Warns of Car
Break-Ins
BEDFORD COUNTY, Va.—The Bedford County Sheriff's office is
warning residents to lock their vehicles after a series ofbreak-ins, specifically around the Forest area. WSLS-TV (Roanoke, Va.) reported from
early September until last week, 26 people had havefileda report of items
stolen from their unlocked vehicles panted in their driveways. The Sheriff's Office said the most recent thefts occurred on Peters Drive and the
Thomas Jefferson Road areas of the county. In those crimes,fourpeople's
were affected Authorities say stolen items include cash, iPods, stereos,
clothes and GPS devices. The problem thefts became a such a problem
that Bedford County Sheriff Mike Brown authorized the use of the
county's reverse 911 system to notify people living in Forest about the
thefts, and caution them to not leave cars unlocked or valuable items in
cars with valuable items inside them. Anyone with information is asked
to call the Bedford County Sheriffs Office at (540) 586-7699.

Hepatitis B Scare at Richmond
Assisted Living Home
HENRICO, Va.—A number of residents at the Lynmoore assisted living
facility in Henrico County tested positiveforHepatitis B last week, according to WWBT- TV (Richmond, Va.). The Hepatitis B discovery has
prompted the testing of some 200residentsand staff members. Rebecca
Parsio, nurse manager at the facility, explained that Hepatitis B is not airborne, but could be passed by direel contact with blood and saliva. One
of the possible concerns thefacilityis dealing with areresidentssharing
cups. Even though officials say the disease is unlikely spread thougn
straws, oneresident'sdaughter says she has seen that activity on numerous occasions. Symptoms of the disease may includeflu-likeillnesses,
aches, and nausea. However, some people may feel no symptoms at all.

12-year-old Wanted in Gruesome
Cartel Killings
MEXICO—The Sun reported last week that a 12-year-old boy, only
known as El Ponchis, is tne paid executionerfora cartel that is locked in
a warforcontrol of the lucrative cocaine trade in Mexico The child is
suspected of killing and torturing dozens ofrivals.His trademark killings
involve slitting the throats of victims and then posting thefilmingof the
murders online. A spokesman for the Mexican army said El Ponchis
works under command of Julio Jesus Radilla, a drugs head in the State of
Morelos. El Ponchis and Radilla escaped last month when their base was
raided The increasingly grisly fight against drug barons in Mexico has
lead as so far as to a declare a state of emergency in some areas. Nearly 50
people are killed daily by cartels in the struggling country.

Obama Travels to Asia on
Diplomatic Tour
YOKOHAMA, Japan—President Obama left the White House nearly
three weeks ago infora cross-country tour of Asia, featuring stops in
Mumbai, India; Seoul, South Korea; and Yokohama, Japan. Tne 10-day
journey was the president's longest according to The New York Times.
Obama said Saturday, Obama said the United States is "here to stay" right
before leaving Japan. The White House, amid criticism that Obama did
not focus on issues during his visit, said thefirst-termpresident placed
Asia at the center of his foreign policy. The president was unable to dose
a huge South Korean trade pact, but was able to come back with new
trade pacts with India, including the pledge by 20 nations to work toward an economy that hopes to level out destabilizing surpluses and
deficits.

County Official Arrested
After FBI Sting
ANNAPOLIS, Md— On November 12, Prince George's County Supervisor Jack Johnson, 61, and his wife Leslie, 58, were arrested after being
accused of tampering with evidence after a three-year-plus sting operation by the FBI. The Washington Examinerreportedlast week the two are
accused of a litany of crimes, mostly involving taking bribe money from
commercial developers that want to build in that county. The FBI had
been tapping their phones, which aided in the discovery of their crimes.
When the agents arrived at Johnson's home .home, his wife called him at
his dike and asked him what to do. He told her to not answer the door
and to run upstairs and get the $100,000 check out of his dresser drawer
and tear it up. Even afterflushingthe check, nearly $80,000 was found
stashed in Leslie's undergarments. The FBI called in a plumber to try to
recover the destroyed check Jack Johnson maintained his innocence last
Friday when he spoke to a reporter. Each has been releasedfromcustody and are is being electronically monitoredThey could face up to 20
years in prison.
- News Briefs compiled by Cony Morris

FEATURES
Favorite
Colors
JAMIE CLIFT

Features Editor
Everyone
seems to have a favorite color. It is
no secret, for instance, that mine
is yellow. I love
everything yellow,
really. It's the color
of the sun, daffodils,
baby
FEATURES
chickens,
ana
lemon flavored
COLUMN
Starbursts. What's
not to like? In another example of color favoritism, I have
an aunt who loves blue so much that she
has decorated her entire house in the
color. But not everyone shares my love for
the color yellow or my aunts infatuation
with blue. Most would believe that this is
simply because everyone has different
preferences and is entitled to his or her
own opinion. However, there is no way to
know if this is really the case, is there?
What if when someone else sees a color,
they don't see it the same way as I do?
Its a tough concept to think about, and
it's even tougher to explain: What if we really all have the same favorite color? Or
what if our favorite colors aren't what we
really think they are?
One of my cousins explained this idea to
me when I was a much younger, and I
thought of it again the other day as I
looked at a vivid red leaf on a maple tree.
I was asking her why herfavoritewas what
it was. I didn't really like whatever color
she had presented; it was obviously not as
great as my yellow. She explained that it
didn't seem uke that to her, and went on
to explain that maybe yellow was the same
to me as her color was to her. Maybe when
she looked at her favorite color, she was
seeing what I thought was yellow.
Atfirst,I fought with her about this, but
slowly, I began to realize that there was no
way to prove her wrong. You can walk a
mile in a man's shoes, but you can never
see colors through his eyes.
Everyone is taught colors in the same
way. When you are three-years-old and
your mom tells you that the grass is green,
then you assume that everything that appears to be the color of grass is also green.
And you assume correctly, because there
is no other way to describe it Green will
forever be associated with grass, leaves,
tree frogs, and other green tnings, along
with the sensations that they Dring to
mind. But the color itself is the true mystery. What exacdy is green?
Its like when I look at a tree and I see the
same color as I see when I look at the
grass. Why should I assume that anyone
else sees the same thing when they look at
those two things. Isn't color just an illusion
created by refracting light waves or something? Does everyone see reflected light
the same? Everyone is different in so many
ways. This could be another one, right?
It is true that some people are color
blind, and are either unable to distinguish
the difference between certain colors like
red and green or unable to see color at all.
(I'm reminded of my color blind high
school history teacher, who used to assign
us coloring projects, but warned us that ne
couldn't see light colors like yellow at all.
He once told our class, "I see in black and
white like a dog.") So it's even more difficult to imagine what it is that they see.
And their situation bring up even more
questions about what it is that everyone
else sees.
What all this means is that your favorite
color might not be based on preference.
We might all just be predisposed to like
things mat appear as a certain color to us.
Maybe we're not all unique. Or you could
take it a different way. Maybe, if everyone
really does see colors differently, it makes
the way you perceive things more unique
and important than you ever thought it
was before.
I'm certainly no optometrist, and I very
well might be wrong about any or all of
this, but is certainly is an interesting concept So the next time you're admiring a
rainbow, think about whether or not tne
person next of you is seeing it the same
way you are seeing it Perhaps it's in different order, or maybe they're seeing colors that you could never imagine. You can
look hard at the rainbow and think of
what it would look like if ypu switched it
around or added in other shades and color
mixtures to try and answer all of these
questions; it's pretty fascinating.
I'll be honest though, thinking too hard
about something like arainbowcan make
it a lot less exciting. Thinking too hard
about anything willdo that to you. When
I learned that they were just prisms created by the sun shining through raindrops
as a kid, it was bad enough. Maybe I
should just enjoy what I see and forget
about all of these questions, but all of it really is fascinating.

Novelist and Memoirist Raima Reiko Rizzuto Speaks
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
R a hna Reiko Rizzuto, author of the 2000 American
Book Award recipient "Why
She Left Us," came to speak at
Longwood University at 8
p.m. on Wed., Nov. 10.
At this eleventh stop in her
tour, she discussed her book
"Hiroshima in the Morning,"
recently published in September 2010, and its basis: an
eight-month stay in Hiroshima, Japan interviewing
atomic bomb survivors. A
Brooklyn, N.Y. resident, Rizzuto is a faculty member in
Vermont's Goddard College's
MFA in Creative Writing program.
Professor Craig Challender
opened in Wygal's Molnar
Hall, followed oy Susan Stinson introducing Rizzuto as
her friend and mentor. Stinson also cited reviews of Rizzuto's presented work
As the keynote speaker, Rizzuto said the book started
with research from her first
novel that she was not yet
ready to use. In part the book
was described as about "what
we remember [and] how we
remember."
Immediately thereafter, she
walked the audience through
a passage about her great aunt
Molly and descriptions of Hiroshima before, after, and
through its bombing. According to Rizzuto, Molly, a
peace worker, saw both

American internment and
Hiroshima's decimation. In
Hiroshima, Molly felt conflicted by both American
contradictions and her instant identification as an
American.
Rizzuto then explained her
initial failure to find usable
stories and details for "Hiroshima in the Morning." The
next passage gave the audience images ofthe Hiroshima
peace garden and peace museum, and then anger at the
atom bomb's horrors.
Next, she spoke about the
Hibakusha, the atom bomb
victims, and their stories'
change after September Uth
to forms that rendered literary details.
During the question-andanswer session following the
reading, Rizzuto elaborated
on certain subjects, including
her interviews, Hiroshima
youths' bitterness towards the
Afghanistan conflict, and the
same young people's apathy
to the oombings. Rizzuto also
discussed survivors' condemnation of war and the emotional toll from September 11.
At the reception following
the presentation, Rizzuto sat
down, answered questions,
took pictures with enthusiastic audience members, and
signed books.
Rizzuto acknowledged that
"Hiroshima in the Morning"
had both pain and anger:
"When were angry, it's because we're afraid and we're in

need ... so I think the two of
them happen together."
On the topic of a moral of
the story, Rizzuto commented, I don't start with
[the] idea that I need to make
sure 'I said this thing and
people come away witn this
idea." Instead, Rizzuto built
on material given to her,
"structured" into a theme and
based on personal experience
made understandable to others: one that became shared.
Recognizing possible connections between "Hiroshima
in the Morning's" mothers,
personal experiences and
oombing aftermath, Rizzuto
said, "I think that with the Hiroshima stories I was looking
at places where people struggle and places where people
are creating their identities."
Faced with conflicting and
personal ideas of motherhood, Rizzuto said, "when I
saw people creating their own
stories and their own identities, I was also creating a new
story for myself with a new
identity." Rizzuto thought
each of the themes "were
happening at the same time."
Likewise, when resistance
faded, she found survivors
mourned heavily for mothers
who were "essential" to many
of their stories.
Analyzing interviewing difficulties on two levels, Rizzuto said, "Well, in a practical
way, it was finding the people
first because I didn't speak the
language, finding the people

who would help me and then
finding the people who
would talk honestly and then
trying to puncture their rehearsed storyf To do this, unexpected questions acted to
stir memories. On an emotional level, she talked about
staying with people "re-experiencing their emotions." Rizzuto said, "You can't sit there
from far away and ask very
factual questions while people are crying. You have to really be there with them and
that's straining"
On her styles development,
she commented, "It's Kind of
the voice I hear in my head.
When I write I cant have
music on, I can't have noise
[because] I hear everything in
my head. There's a music to
the lines." Rizzuto felt lucky
because "I was writing a novel
and I was writing my own
personal story then I [could]
u$e my own voice. I don't to
have to have a journalistic
kind offactualvoice. I just listen to myself, talk to myself,
and that's how it comes out."
She described herself as not
really having "any influences"
and continued i have some
writers that I love and one of
the writers that I love is
Michael OndachL I didn't actually study writing, I studied
astrophysics. I started writing
by myself... listening to myself... reading books that I
loved."
Rizzuto said of her great
aunt Molly, "Well she's my

great aunt and we had that
kind of connection ... at one
point she wrote to me and
said, 'grab everything that you
can that's fresh and put it
away' and that's one of the
things that I thought about a
lot when I was writing my
diaryT
In life, both Rizzuto and her
great aunt wondered how
Japanese they were. Despite
Rizzuto being half-Japanese
and Molly "ethnically fully
Japanese," they found in
Japan that they were "fully
American." Rizzuto added
that "she [Molly] passed away
two years before I finished my
final manuscript but her children ... have all read the
book and they really appreciate the fact that she lived this
life and that this is kind of
what came out of it"
Rizzuto said visiting Longwood "was wonderful I really
enjoyed it. The campus is
beautiful. I had a walk around
with the chair today and got
to see all the buildings and
meet some of the students. I
sat in on a class today and got
to talk to some people in
depth about the DOOK. And
they were very engaged and
very well-prepared and
thinking interesting thoughts
in interesting ways about the
work they're experiencing
and their own work. It was really a treat to be here."

Club Corner: Longwood's Chess Club, Check It Out
JAMIE CLIFT

Features Editor
Every Thursday at four in the afternoon, chess lovers unite on the
third floor of Rufiner. There is a club
for nearly every interest at Longwood,
and this centuries-old board game is
certainly no exception. Of course,
chess, played by military men and
rulers throughout history, isn't all fun
and games. It involves a lot of strategy,
and Chess Club members are pretty
good at it
The name of the club is pretty selfexplanatory. "We play chess, says club
member Gil Hall. Basically, a few chess
players get together every week to play
chess and talk about it and other chess
fans are always welcome.

The club adviser is Assistant Professor tention to all of the pieces at once," she
of Computer Science Dr. Robert Mar- explained. But shefe not the only memmonstein, and about six to ten stu- ber who is relatively new to the game.
dents show up for the, meetings every /6 "I'm a beginner," Hall admitted But I
week. Among these students are Hall ,£1hostly pray other beginners, so that
and fellow Longwood freshman ivens the playing field:
The older members are all rather acKristyn DAngiolillo, two history ma'ors who recently joined the club to complished chess players. "They all
{ »one their skills at this popular game, know what they''re doing \when it
Chess is interesting to players for a comes to chess," D'Aneiolulo said. "I
variety of reasons. Of course, it can be hear them talking about different
fun, but the draw goes far beyond that strategies and moves that confound
The game requites a lot of "skill, me completely. I would love to eventhought, and tactical planning," Hall tually be that good, which is why I
said. You really have to get inside of joined the club. She then described
your opponents head, ana I find that
er game with veteran chess player,
very interesting."
Jeff ^nway. "He beat me really badlyf
DAngiolillo was relatively new to the she admitted. "But it was still run, and
game when she joined, and is very ex- a definitely a learning experience."
cited by her progress. "I'm starting to Anway enjoys quite a bit of notoriety
learn new things and how to pay at- among other chess players. "Jeff
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Rotunda Reporter
I n this day and
age, every major
event in your life
must be appropriately and immediately documented
via Facebook.
This social networking
site ADVICE COLUMN
must be the first
to'be notified of
every significant event and decision we
make. Updating the world on what we
do is not only ror new jobs or trips to
Walmart. This is true for your love life
as well.
Everyone always wants to know your
relationship status at any given point.
And your relationship, whether it's been
five weeks orfiveyears, is not validated
unless it is "Facebook Official" (FBO).
According to urbandictionary.com,
being FBO is "the ultimate definition of
a college relationship - when on one's
facebook .profile it says 'In A Relationship' and your significant other's name.
i.e. 'are aaam and courtney dating?' 'i
don't know, they're not facebook official
yet
Whenever you're in relationship purgatory and there are no particular "fltles," explaining and
^ H describing y<our
relationship to other people can "be diffi<
cult Telling a story about your significant other, you want to say, "My
boyfriend saia such and such" but technically he's not your boyfriend. Someone asks you if you're in a relationship
and you take a long pause. You want to
say yes, but the true answer is no, but
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owned me," Hall said.
The learning experience is really
what it's all about, along with the simple enjoyment, pf the, game. "It's a
pretty fun dub," said Anway, "full of
nice people who are enthusiastic about
chess." Irs like most games; it's not re- '
ally about winning or losing, but having fun, with the added benefit in this
case, of strengthening the mind.
Members really encourage new people to come out and join the club. "It's
a great game," said Hall. "You can meet
some nice people and have fun while
training your mind." So whether
someone is a master chess player looking to show off his skills, or someone
just wants to learn to play the game,
Chess Gub is worth checking out
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ou're so confused about the blurred
ines that you end up saying "Uh, yeah
kinda." And then you stare off into space
wondering how the person you're
speaking-of would answer the question
if/when someone asks them...?
The ups and downs of relationships are
only compounded by the publicity of
constant notifications of "Single," "In a
Relationship," and the ever-dreaded "It's
(434) 391-6161
Complicated" status. Many are now opting to remove the relationship status altogether to alleviate the woes of putting
four business out there. Choosing not to
Buy any large or
ist whether or not you are in a relationextra large pizza at
ship, or who you're in a relationship
witn, can rid you of the constant quesregular menu price
tioning of your relationship status from
our Facebook friends, but it can also
and get one equal
ead to another problem.
When you are in a relationship, the
or lesser value free.
first question you get is, "Is it Facebook
Official?" Ana the answer to that quesNo other coupons or discounts
tion determines the legitimacy of your
apply. Offer expires Dec 20, 2010.
relationship in the eyes of the Facebook
world. But if you really care about
someone, and they care about you,
that's all that should matter. The InterHere are a few tips on how to keep this from happening:
net and other forms of technology have
made dating so impersonal androrced
us to fit everything into a specific label
1.
They're seeing someone else.
or box. Labels ana titles are beautiful
2.
They want the option to see someone else.
and important to define the parameters
of your relationship. But in the grand
3.
They don't need Facebook to validate the relationship.
scheme of things, they only matter in
4.
They're embarrassed by you and your profile pic.
terms of marriage... and sometimes not
5.
They're not quite ready to commit.
even then!
6.
They
don't like all of their business "out there".
So I vote for a new "courting" option
7.
They're afraid it won't work out.
for the Facebook relationship status!
What do you think? Is your relation8.
They don't need or want to label the relationship.
ship legit, even if it's not Facebook Of9.
They have a wife and kids somewhere out there.
ficial? Send me your response on
10.
They read this article.
Twitter or Facebook @sexintheville!
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
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Longwood Jazz Ensemble
CHRIS TOBEY

Rotunda Reporter
T h e Longwood University Jazz Ensembles will be
presenting a concert tonight, Wed. Nov. 17; the product of three months worth of rehearsals. Both the Jazz
Ensemble B and the Jazz Ensemble A will present sets
during the evening. The concert will be held at 7:30
p.m. in Jarman Auditorium.
The B Band will open the evening with a five-song
set "Calle Ocho," with a moderate tempo Latin
groove, will kick things off. It will feature a driving
piano and bass line by Andrea Damiano and Jesse
Gentry then a long form solo by Jeff Everhart on guitar. It will befollowedby "Sugar," a dynamic swing
chart, and "Brouhaha," much hints at a driving Blues
Brothers soul fed.
The
P°P cr ,
Morrisons
number of solos by Buster Brown on trumpet, and Jay
Coward on tenor sax; both whom add their expertise
to in the A Band as well.
"It took a lot more work trying to work up parts on
twice the number of tunes but in the end I think it was
worth die extra effort," said Brown. "Well worth it."
The A Band will kick of their set with Thad Jones's
"Greetings and Salutations." Luke Talian will lead the
band on this funk-driven drum feature. Driving
drumming, complex harmonies from horns, intricately overlapping melody lines is one of the things
Jones's band was known for and something the band
will work to emulate.
They will give Talian a break during the next few
charts as they cool down the pace with Girl talk and
Cannonball Adderley's "Mercy, Mercy, Mercy? A
guest trumpet on the chart "Lover Man," Jonathan
Greenberg, will take the lead on this passionate ballad
Greenberg will play solos with both bands during the
evening.
"I have played with John a few times and I once I
heard him I thought he would be a great fit for our

band," said Dr. Charlie Kinzer, the A Band Director.
"He's got some great chops, an incredible sound and a
creative solo style."
They will dabble in the Afro-Cuban with Dizzy
Gillespie's "Manteca," play some hard swing with
wit
Miles Davis's jazz standard "Freddie Freeloader," and
then pick up the pace with "Gingerbread Boy? a tune
made popular by Davis but written by his saxophone
player Jimmy 'Little Bird' Heath.
To wrap up tne concert will be "Phat Pack," a complex
jazz chart featuring some honking baritone saxophone, screaming norns and hard rhythm section
kicks, and one more driving Latin tune Fiesta Bahia."
"We have a young band tnis semester," said Kinzer,
"so it took a little while for us to get our sound this
year but I have been really impressed with the work of.
a number of the newer players. Our new lead trumpet [Taylor Cole] and our new guitarist [Greg Thorpe]
nave really stepped it up. A couple of guys have really
come into their roles as soloists as well like Luke [Talian] and Jay [Coward]."
Cole, with his first semester as the lead trumpet, said
that it did take some time tofeelout the role. "At the
beginning of the semester I didn't really know what
to expect. Know that we have a little better grip on
the charts I feel a lot more confident I think everyone
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PRINCEPS

Princepa would like to recognise these individuals for their h a r d work a n d dedication.
They show the t r u e meaning of leadership within their daily lives.
To lead is to serve.
Women's Soccer
Abigail Phillip«
Mary Lass

Biuky Bwtnion
Brandt Ferguson

year.
TVombone player Greg Robey said that is one of the
things they are excited about
"I think we're all looking forward to it Wefeellike
we'vefoundour sound ana we can't wait to hear what
things sound like in the newly renovated auditorium."
"At the beginning of the semester I have to admit I
felt like a couple of the charts, like 'Phat Pack,' were
beyond our skill level," said Kinzer, "but they have
done nothing but impress me. I think they have put
in a lot of work and its going to be a great show?
The concert like all regular university ensemble semester presentations, is free to the public, but spectators are encouraged to arrive earlyforseating.

J s m s s Bland
Alissa Baldwin
We Remain,
Prince p s

Visiting Irish Medievalist Speaks on Viking Graves
history in the British Isles and in Norway.
For several hundred years, Viking graves have beenfoundin Ireland as the earth was disturbedforconstruction projects. Weapons
are almost always .uncovered in these graves, Harrison explained,
and this is wfejat has led to the modern conception of Vikings as a
sort of inherently violent warrior cult. The modern perception of
these people is certainly exaggerated by Hollywood," he said.
While many of the Vikings were definitely pillagers and "not the
kind of people you would want to meet in a dark alley? it is important to realize that they weren't all that way. "Others were
traders ... farmers and landowners," he said, explaining that the
Vikings established some of the periods most advanced trade networks.
However, Harrison reminded the audience that "violence was
endemic in the Viking age," they were not necessarily an excepe weapons buried
tionally violent people, Tneweaponsbi
' " with the individuals
oods were likely a
were likely more for a ritual effect The grave go
sort of status symbol: The more in the grave, tne more important
the individual; and these burials likely represent only a very small
fraction of the Viking population, tne aristocracy. The feet that
many of the burial sites, especially the ones in the British Isles, included well-crafted, ornate sword points to this conclusion.
Often the weapons were broken in ways that point to a sort of ritual, which reflects thefeetthat the funerals would have been dis-

JAMIE CUFT

Features Editor

^Xhjflk of a Viking. What comes to mind? A hairy, ruthless, axewelding warrior is uie picture that most people would get. But on
Tuesday night in Hiner Hall, Irish Medievalist Dr. Stephen H. Harrison laid mis stereotype to rest, at least partially, through an interesting presentation on Viking gravesites.
Harrison was brought to Longwood through the diligent work
of Dr. Larissa Tracy, assistant professor of English. Longwood has
established a "triangular traae with Appalachian State and East
Carolina," she said, and Harrison's presentation is just the latest in
a series brought by the department Several medievalists have been
brought to Longwood through these efforts.
Tracy is an English professor, but bringing Harrison, an archaeologist, to Longwood was very important to her and her field. "All
fields of medieval studies are connected." explained Tracy. "We
can use archaeology to shed light on literature. They're intertwined."
One ofTVacVs British Literature students, Jessie Page, was among
those in the large crowd excited to see the presentation. "It was
very interesting in my class, and I feel like this is going to be pretty
exciting."
Anthropology major Susan Degnan was also excited to hear Harrison speak. I don't really know that much about Vikings," she
admitted, "and I'mreallyexcited to learn something new.
api of
graves\
•dug i
Appropriately it was Tracy who introduced Harrison, who re- they would be
ceived his PhD at Trinity University in Ireland, worked very closely a boat; some wealthier burials actually were in boats. This reflects
on the Viking Grave Project, and studied various aspects ofViking the importance of water in their lives. Other graves were simply
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Dr. Gene Muto and His
Ways of Teaching
Theatre
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
D r . Eugene Muto, professor of theatre, is a man who can at times
be very fun, and as his work requires, a great deal of seriousness. From
his office on the third floor of the Center for Communication Studies and Theater, he maintains a warm and giving atmosphere. However, at the same time, guests there are conscious of how important he
is.
Born in Rochester, Hew York, Muto earned his Bachelor of Arts at
the State University of New York, Brockport his Master of Fine Arts
at University of Connecticut; and lastly h is Doctor of Arts at New York
University. Sometime during die period of his matriculation, but 10
years before he began to teach, Muto "lived, studied and worked in
New York Cityf
Following this period, he was a professor of theatre at Augusta State
University in Georgia and began to teach at Longwood University in
1998. Muto said the transition to Longwood " was a very good job
opportunity* and that it "was time for me to move from my previous
position... take another position and I did."
Mute's stay of 12 years here at Longwood has been dedicated to getting to know his students on a personal basis. Muto said, "I try to create a very friendly and personal relationship so that I know all myj
students really welL Andl vwe're all on a first name basis. Everybody is
or me... I'm a little more equal. And I have students do
a lot of hard work. They know it However, in the end, I think they ap>reciate it [This consists of a] lot of difficultreading,writing, and so
orth." Muto's influences in forming his approach to students and his
work in the theatre department have likewise been "previous teachers
... teachers in college, even in high school..." However; Muto remarked that his former instructors are "all dead now."
Muto discussed his thoughts on future changes at Longwood*s theatre department. "I think we need some quality managed growth in
our program. We are, by any theatrical tradition [reinventing] ourselves every couple years to try and make sure that we stay abreast of
what's going on in tne world, in the newest trends in theatre, in what
audiences and students would like to do and what they like to see."
Muto remarked he was "very happy to be here."
In charge of directing and historyforthe theatre department, Muto's
special brand of discipline, not without its form of love, can be seen
in several related ways. Qf these, thefirstare his playful but nonetheless, pointed jabs to push rehearsing students in tne right direction.
Second is the reported rigor with which he requires his students to
attend and do work on alllevels. The third would be his prompt understanding, but no-nonsense way of receiving any requests and assisting those who need it
This sort of hard-and-soft method sets Muto apart for his students
and from other teachers in his department and in the school. It appears to add a more balanced experience to his students' academics,
allowing for growth or the decision to grow in a different direction.
i nlHHHNHHMBKSSiaS
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rectangular, which reflects a Christian influence, which is odd
considering the relationship between these two cultures.
So, perhaps it is time to reconsider the Viking stereotype. Harrisons work and research point to the true Vikings, who are still
pretty violent and intimidating, but not quite as much as previously thought. Major excavations have occurred in that past few
decades, exposing many interesting new facts about these people,
and inspiring many new ideas about them. It is difficult to tell what
new discoveries will be made in the near future, and just what else
their graves will have to tell us.
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Use your Bonus Dollars or Lancer Ca$h to
purchase a toy gift bag at Lancer Café,
priced at $5 and below.
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Judging a Book
by Its Cover
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor
I would like to lay
all the blame on electronics, but even then
I know that is not the
only thine to attack.
There really is no one
thing or person or
company to blame for
the overtaking of technology in our world.
I'll allow that I count
my cell phone as one
A&E
of my friends and my
COLUMN
iPod has done nothing but make my life
better. Even so, sometimes I would g_._
ive
everything to go back to simple things like
phone calls, long novels on paper, anamagazines that don't have a website.
When the Kindle came out, closely followed by the Nook, and then the iPad, I
knew I had to face the facts: Books, for some
misplaced reason, seemed more desirable
on an electronic sheet of paper than on a
real one. At first, I was intrigued and excited
by the prospect of holding thousands of
books in the palm of my hand, of being able
to go from one book to another without
having to do more than press a button. I'll
admit to still being fascinated, but another
emotion trumps the one of fascination;
melancholy.
From the time I was old enough to start
understanding what I book was I began to
collect them. Some people call this an obsession, I call it a library. I couldn't stand to
rent from the public libraries because the
books would be bent and folded, scratched
and written in. I couldn't stand to fall in love
with a book and have to return it to such
abuse. So began my own library, where
every corner of every book went unbent, my
name was the only thing inked on the pages
and they could sit happily on my shelves for,
well, forever. This is why, what I first found
amazing, I soon found to be sad. I can't tell
you how many times I have gazed at my
bookshelf and remembered times from my
past based on a novel that was in it. I know
to some it sounds ridiculous, even I sometimes find it so. But here's the point no matter what kind of electronic is invented to
hold a million novels, never will you be able
to gaze on them all at once.
I believe that part of the reading experience is based* on
on holding
holding the
" novel in the
palms of your hands,
ids, of flipping! the pages
with two nngers
fingers instead cof tne touch of one.
I don't think our world realizes that as Kindles, Nooks, and iPads become more popular not only will books become a thing ofthe
past, but so will every piece of printed material. Newspapers will be entirely printed
online. There will be no more old men with
square spectacles gazing at the front page
with a cup of coffee at his elbow. Magazines
will more likely go out of business because
half of their purpose rests in being leafed
through and pasted to the walls of teenagers.
There will be no more collages or wrists
smelling of the free samples of perfume. The
more tne printed world is revolutionized
into an online one, the more things will fall
into memory. What good will book stores
be if no one enters mem to buy a book?
What good will newspaper and magazine
stands be if there are none to sell? It seems
such a trivial thing to be upset about, but I
would care to watch my grandparents read
another newspaper at tneir kitchen table, to
see the next generation lost in a novel
smashed between their eager fingers. As
cliché as it sounds, I've seen bom these
things in my lifetime and I would give anything to see them up to the day I die.
I'll admit to their being positives to such
an invention. Those that travel won't have to
lug around a stack of books, those that read
excessively will save a handful of money because they are only paying for the words and
not the paper. But to me these are such
minute reasons. I travel to Arizona every
spring break and I lug with me three novels
to read by the pool. My backpack weighs a
ton, but I hardly take the time to care. I
would be willing to pay four more dollars
for a binding ana cover, if only so that when
I am finished it can sit on my shelf or be lent
out to friends. I hope to walk through bookstores and gaze upon cover after cover for
the rest of my life. I hope to pick up the ones
with the most intriguing slip because I still
judge a book by its cover. But I wonder, what
willhappen when you can't see the covers
because they are inlaid behind a screen in
boring black and white with only a title and
no picture to go by. How is the world sup-.
posed to judge a book by its cover if there is
none to judge it by?
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'Eurydice' Captivates and Astounds
MICHELLE MOODHE

Layout Editor
Longwood University maybe located in a small
town, one without big city lights but this won't stop
a community from putting on a Broadway worthy
show. Greek myth meets modern day theatre witn
an interesting production
On Thurs., Nov. 11, the Longwi
Longwood Theatre department premiered its second pi
production of the
itfe<* "Eurydice,"
- " which
* * dares
'
year, entitled
to retell the
Greek tragedy of Orpheus and his wife, with a
modern twist. With a cast of seven, three of these
actors are making their debut performances at
Longwood. The lead role of Eurydice, performed
by freshman Nicole Eaker, was one of the three
taking the Longwood stage for the first time. "This
role is actually a bie struggle for me, umm even in
high school it was nard for me to do roles like this
so I kinda had to think about past experiences and
kinda take them in and use them," die said.
The play tells the story of Orpheus, a musician,
and his wife Eurydice, who tragically passes away
and is sent to the UnderworlcT Orpheus spends
the rest of his life finding his way back to his wife
as he plays the saddest song for the world to hear.
Dead, Eurydice meets interesting characters like
the Three Stones; the Little Stone played by freshman Cat Tignor, the Loud Stone played by senior
Courtney Edwards and the Big Stone played by
freshman Tyler Nobles, all who work perfectly together as a supporting cast.
Veteran senior Brandon Carter secures the role
ofthe "Nasty Interesting Man," as well as the Lord
of the Underworld. Both roles test necessary
comedic talent Eurydice's father is played by junior Justin Heavner, whose role, for a young college
student, may seem difficult, but is performed as
the wise parentalfigureflawlessly.
The actors have been preparing for this production since early October with rehearsalsfiveto six
times a week. The play was chosen by Director and

Orpheus longs for his deseased wife Eurydice as she finds a new home in the undereworld

Associate Professor of Theatre Pamela Arkin,
whose theatre experience spans a range of 40
years. She said she was excited to try something
new.
This version of the Greek tale was written by
playwright Sarah Ruhl, whose young and modern
view makes for a new experience. This tale, unlike
the original, is told in the perspective of Eurydice
rather than her husband, Orpheus. Ruhl is a proclaimed playwright who has a list of awards and
recognitions.
The set and effects used in this production where
technologically advanced, to say the least As a play
that needed water as a main part of its story, some
wondered if it would be possible. But this did not
hinder the production, as audience members were
pleasantly surprised when the small black box the-

atre was able to house an elevator that rained
With complex effects comes a greater chance for
set malfunctions, one that was felt on opening
night During the scene where Eurydice steps out
ofthe raining elevator, the rope snapped. But the
minor mishap did not halt tne performance. As
they say in show business "The snow must go on,"
and it did.
The overall reaction by audience members was
nothing but praise, as it was apparent by the laughter ana interactive environment that was felt
throughout the play. The play will be entering it
second week of performances, with shows running from Thurs.-Sun., Nov. 18-21. The Longwood Theatre department's next production
begins in December, with a holiday theme tided,
"Santaland Diaries" and "Season's Greetings."

'Unstoppable*
SEM EIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
Unstoppable," a movie which seems to continue the current tradition of on-again, off-again
compelling one word tides, stars Denzel Washington and Cnris Pine as conductor and engineer trying to stave off disaster as a run-away train hurdes
into town.
The place is a Pennsylvania rail yard administrated by the Allegheny and West Virginia Railroad company. Nearby, in the town of Stanton,
rookie conductor Will Colson (Pine) rises for work
and muses on his wife and child as they approach
the school bus. Arriving at the rail yard, he meets
twenty-eight year veteran engineer Frank Barnes
(Washington) who works with him for the day.
Tension develops between Barnes and Colson over
gaps in age and experience, and Barnes' reasonable
belief that young rail men like Colson come to replace him. Meanwhile, a series of unfortunate
events at the rail yard in Fuller, Pennsylvania leads
a hosder named Dewey (Ethan Suplee) to vacate
his moving train. By the time he needs to get bade
in, the locomotive and its half-mile of cars accelerates,• leaving
i ghim
• • behind. The train reaches sevone miles per hour, with a toxic load
• i -of
mouen phenol, and headed for populated areas,
areas.
Numerous options are expended, resulting in the
aeatn or one rail man and tne injury of ano
Predictably, Denzel Washington and Chris Pine,
under the direction of yard master Connie Hooper
(Rosario Dawson), become the last hope of slowing down the train before it causes a huge toxic fire,
with a personal friendship formed under incredible duress and a nasty foot wound, the day is
saved.

While anyone wtOTBmit mie' inherently com-1
. l i n o n
iflirA a
A i r i n i * train,
tfnin
twith
i n f U constant
elling
nature
oft a«4 mmoving
nowtedge of the huge, dangerous b<
train must support, few can find those p
ditions in which a train is directly
almost
— — / perilous,
f
—W
malicious. A train'only moves in a straight line and
if a person or object isn't in its way, then there's no
danger. However, "Unstoppable's" director Tony
Scott makes this situation, and makes it seamless.
Though the film's real life inspiration is, in many
ways, changed and less dramatic, the premise is the
same. A train, carrying some type of toxin, is out of
control and set to damage the areas it usually supplies.
There is, likewise, nothing spectacular about
Washington and Pine's characters. TTiey are aver-
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which anyone could relate. Yet they represent the
everyday hero and do so as convincingly as the big
screen will allow. Washington and Pine's characters, in contention with other reviewers, do develop. There is, in the short and involved space of
the film, a depth that develops in both Pine's and
Washington's roles. They react as expected, and
they resolve their back and forth scrutiny by. realizing that they can work together. This is a reasonable conclusion in any film, given the dire situation
and the feet of a solely working relationship.
These illustrations do not suffer in the least from
both actors' portrayals. Both Chris Pine and Denzel Washington bring their character's motives to
the forefront and find almost no hitches in expressing individual narratives. Supporting actors
headed Dy Rosario Dawson and Kevin Dunn express sides of the story that increase the situation's
urgency. Meanwhile, Ethan Suplee and Lew Temples characters are simply objects of fun and what
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In addition to the acting, there is incredibly
effective cinematography to have you believing the
hugeness and the inherent danger of the train.
However, it is amplified times one hundred by
multiple shots from below the train and on the
track. While it never goes so far as to imply the
train is a sentient danger, it proves over and over
thatm if not checked, the train can destroy just
about anything.
For all the praise that could go to Unstoppable, it
does have its imperfections, m one scene, a short
back shot is taken of Barnes' daughter as she bends
over waitressing at Hooters. In other scenes, die
audience's reliance on the conquering heroes is
bolstered by multiple police ineptitudes. Kevin
Dunn's railroad official Galvin is reasonably concerned with keeping his job, ignores Hooper's
clearer viewpoint, and, due to an inefficient oalancing act, someone dies. This simple dichotomy
between the effective people at the bottom and the
I plot detail U
face of newer replacements. While current economic trends have reversed this trope in real life, it
serves as the millionth installment of youth vs. experience in recent memory.
While m^ny parts of Unstoppable are expected,
others will eaten the audience by surprise in usual
thriller fashion. However, the entire picture is a
worthy viewing experience and a treat to any and
every fan of Chris Pine, Denzel Washington,
Rosario Dawson or the humble creature that is suspense.

'Stuff That Makes a Gay Heart Weep: A Definitive
Guide to the Loud and Proud Dislikes of Millions'
book which had been so casually given to me was
"Things That Make a Gay
I was walking down the Heart Weep: A Definitive
aisles of my local Borders Guide to the Loud and
(back home, there's no Bor- Proud Dislikes of Millions"
ders in Farmville, which by Freeman Hall. I promptly
makes my heart weep) when rang up and, as soon as I arI encountered my friend rived nome with my new
Benjamin Kissell, who just book in tow, sat down with a
happens to be one of the cup of Chai Tea and began to
leading sources for book rec- read.
ommendations for me. He
I opened the book and imthrust a book into my hands, mediately began laughing.
said that I "just had to read Freeman Hall possesses a talit" and walked away confi- ent for wit which has fallen
dently, making his way back out of fashion of many of the
into the throngs of a book- book market today. First of
case enthroned in enough all, this is not an ordinary
"Twilight" memorabilia, it book, but a collection of 150
makes me want to stamp out things which do, in feet,
ofthe bookstore every time I make a gay heart weep.
see it I looked down and the Some of tne items detailed
CHERYL HINTERLEITNER

Rotunda Reporter

make my heart weep. Some
of my favorite entries were
"Anything Having to Do with
'Twilight and "Bratty Unattended Kids."
In the entry "Anything
Having to Do with 'Twilight,'" Hall talks of how
"Twilight" and vampire
mania has "thrown the
planet off its bloodsuckin
axis" and goes on to detail
why the Stephanie Meyer series make a gay heart weep.
At the end of tne entry, Hall
says "Lestat could kick Edward's ass. With his eyes
closed" Mr. HaU, this is a
sentiment which I share.
In the entry "Bratty Unattended Kids, HaU talks of
how gay hearts will instantly
become like aunts or uncles

to children of their friends
and relatives. I found this
entry especially hilarious because in it, Hall makes a
Wicked Witch of the West
reference, which is always
funny to me.
This book does not try to
STUFF THAT MAKES
talk about being say in
A GAY HEART WEEP
hushed tone, or like mere is
something wrong with being
gay. In fact, this Book makes
it very clear from the first
sentence that the author is
incredibly gay, and completely open about it
A DEFINITIVE QUIPE TO THE
Hall has one previous work,
LOUD & PROUD
"Retail Hell," which is a work
DISLIKES Or MILLIONS
of genius and I encourage
freeman haU
that everyone read, especially
if you are involved in the re- an 8.9 on a scale of 10 from
tail industry.
this reviewer.
All in all, this book received
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'Grey's Anatomy' Review: Something's Gotta Give'
SHELBY JENNETTE

Rotunda Reporter
Christina's resignation at the end of last weeks
episode was no joke. When Callie makes a surprise visit to Christina's apartment she is living
the quote, "Dance like no one is watching." She«
going crazy because she has nothing better to do.
When Mark and Derek learn of Christina's quitting, they are stunned and angry with Teddy for
pushing Christina too hard.
Now it's time for some random relationship updates! April is crushing on Alex, Jackson has
been leering at Lexie, and Callie is still hurting
from Arizona's departure. To lighten the mood
of everything going on, Christina and Callie decide to throw a house-warming party and
Christina's new place.
When Karev snows up just a little tipsy to work,
he receives no sympathy from the new Pediatrics
Attending, Dr. Phil Stark (guest star Peter MacNicol). Stark's cavalier attitude during liver transplant surgery on an infant shocked me. When he
decides to leave a baby opened up with a sponge
in her until the swelling of the new liver goes
down, April and Alex are stunned. April wonders
how this is a solution. Alex responds, "It's not."
Stark's ego gets in the way when Alex presents a
viable alternative to help the baby and refuses to
go along with Alex's theory. Stark goes behind
Alex's back and performs the surgery the way
Alex presented and the surgery is successful.
Looks like someone needs an attitude check.

Later, April finds the recently-dissed Alex and
things take a passionate turn. Alex goes off on
April when she asks him to slow down. He says
she's a big girl and he's not going to hold her virgin hand through all of this. Alex storms off, leaving April alone and stunned. Unbelievable.
The episode takes a traumatic turn when the
Chief rushes Owen and Teddy into the VIP wing
of the hospital. They enter tne wing to a lot of
commotion. A top political figure is being
wheeled down the hallway; he's crashing. An official in charge, Ronald Lace, says no one can
know this man is being hospitalized, no can know
he's in the country, and it would be really great if
he didn't die. Lots of pressure here. Derek and
Teddy discover that the patient once had an
aneurysm that has now burst and they need to
operate simultaneously. With several complications, the VIP surgery is successful and the world
leader is whisked out of the country before Teddy
has a chance to do her post-ops.
Now about the house-warming party... everyone seems to be enjoying it except Christina.
Derek warned her that she would be bombarded
by a bunch of people asking her to come back
work, so the two of them hide on the roof to chat
about home improvements. No lie. They're
drinking wine and discussing bathroom tiles. I
knew I always loved McDreamy...
Meanwhile at the party, Callie asks Mark if she
can move in with him. That'll work. Jackson finds
out what happened with April and Alex and he
punches Alex in the face again and again and

Photo Courtesy: spoilaftv.com

Mark and Callie socialize at the party and Callie asks if she can move In this week on 'Grey's Anatomy.'

again. Later, Meredith finds out that Alex didn't
have as exciting weekend a as he had told. He was
in Iowa having family issues. With all the drama,
tension, and fighting going on, now you realize

how this episode got its title.
Be sure to watch next weeks episode on Thursday at 9 p.m. on ABC.

The Sunny Side of Farmville: 'Lethal Weapon 5'
BROOKE BRENNAN

Rotunda Reporter
T h is week's episode of Sunny serves
as a second installment to "The Gang
Gets a New Member," with Dee ana
Charlie both chasing their acclaimed
statuses of janitor and substitute
drama-teacher for a school in Philly.
While half of this episode focuses on
Dee and Charlie related" mayhem, a
large portion of the-show is based on
the highly anticipated, gang-made
movie Lethal Weapon 5." This week's
tide aired as "Dee Reynolds: Shaping
America's Youth," which was misleading—a reference to the gang's movie
could have been more relevant and deserving.
Aside from the "Lethal Weapon"
scenes, Dee and Charlie really do add
to this episode's humor ana we are
able to live a day in their newly-found
careers. Charlie spends most of his
time eating trash, specifically halfpeeled oranges, out of the garbage
cans and has somehow convinced tne
students to call him "The Professor."
Charlie stumbles upon a situation in
the bathroom where some boys are
harassing another male for wearing
clown paint on his face. The kid is just
trying to be a Juggalo; a diehard fan of
the horrorcore group Insane Clown
Posse. After Chariie and the boy connect, having lost all of their friends, he

Glenn Howerton and Rob MacElhenney take on the classic role of Lethal Weapon.'

decides to help the kid out. When dead and waits for the classes' reacCharlie informs Principle Maclntyre tion. The kids are confused; they are
of his current mentoring habits, he not familiar with the nature of live thereplies, "Really? That's odd, because ater. Scratch that, Dee realizes she
you're a janitor." Charlie is relentless needs to do something rash: she tells
though and helps, no—watches the the students she is taking them to see
boy wash the paint off of his face: a Broadway play. They nave no idea
something Principle Maclntyre specif- what Dee is talking about and stare at
ically tells Charlie not to do.
her blankly until sne reveals, "I'm takDee is substituting for Mr. Meyers ing you to New York City."
while his hip gets fixed and is having a
Principal Maclntyre tells Dee that, as
very hard time gaining the interest of a substitute teacher, she is absolutely
her students. In an effort to grab their not allowed to take the students to
attention, she pretends Mr. Meyers is NYC or anywhere over the state bor-

der for that matter. Even if the school
had the money to fund such a trip
(which they don't), he says, "I would
never, and I emphasize never, give it to
someone I just met." Having made a
promise to her class, Dee feels obligated to provide a field trip and hauls
the kids over to Patty's to screen the
Shakespearean play Othello.
Meanwhile at 8:30 ajn., Frank, Mac,
andT)ennis are bored to tears at the
bar without Dee and Charlie around,
After prank phone-calling Dee at the
school and making fun of her pregnant belly, Mac suggests that they reshoot some scenes from "Lethal
Weapon 5." Mac wants to omit his rendition of "Blackface" in the film because he thinks it will be seen as racist.
Dennis disagrees and notes that many
actors have properly executed this
transformation (i.e. he credits Robert
Downey Junior in "Tropic Thunder").
Frank chimes in every once in a while
with his out-of-date and slightly racist
references on the matter—*The whole
idea is getting the right color shoe polish," he says.
Charlie decides to bring his freshfaced buddy to Patty's along with Dee
and her class. Mac and Dennis agree
to screen Othello but stump everyone
by airing "Lethal Weapon 5" instead.
Needless to say, the movie is awesome.
While Charlie has difficulty acting and
messes up most of his lines, Frank

takes on his role without a care and is
shown in a horrendous sex scene with
what looks to be a real-life hooker.
Dennis and Mac switch roles halfway
through the movie, with Mac in fullforce Blackface" character; I really
didn't even recognize him. The acting
was terrible, as expected, but props to
them for having some surprisingly not
awful graphics (i.e. Franks electrocution).
"
The kids thought the movie was
great too; they even recorded the
video and put it on YouHibe, leading
to Dee and Charlie's termination from
the school. We can assume that the
Bang did not learn their lesson, but at
least Charlie's buddy got something
out of it: he is shown sporting "Blackface" in the principal's office.
This weeks episode will go down in
Sunny history, competing with comparably funny episodes like "The
Nightman Cometh." Their version of
"Lethal Weapon 5" might even reach
the "Greatest Sunny Moments Ever"
category. We're sure die-hards have already established a cult following for
the gang's movie by donning mullets,
"Blackfaces," and terrible Australian
accents (it's too bad this didn't air before Halloween). Don't forget to tune
in to FX this Thursday at 10 p.m. for
what could be another epic episode:
"Charlie: King of the Rats.

Castle: 'Close Encounters of the Murderous Kind'
LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor
T h is week's episode had a couple of special
guest stars ... most notably country superstar
Lyle Lovett! Although I was confused as to why
exactly the producers picked him to be with Castle and Beckett this week, all was investigated and
resolved.
Castle and Beckett are investigating the murder
of prominent astrophysicist Marie Subbarao,
whose body sufferedfromexplosive decompression. Why? The ME says Marie was in a zero
pressure environment. Outer space was the question on everyone's mind...
Marie's assistant, Ayyana Holder, told the team
that Marie had recently received a grant to begin
studying extraterrestrial life and intelligence. Dr.
Chuck Vaughn believes the explosive decompression was caused by an altitude chamber
Marie was working with. Wrong! The chamber
was clean. Back to the drawins board...
The other guest star this week, Lance Henrickson, starred as Ufologist Benny Stryker, whom
Marie had been having phone conversations
with. Stryker believes an alien abduction was involved, as well as a cover-up. As usual, Castle is
totally for this theory, while Beckett has her
doubts.
Then, things start to go awry. The government
seizes all of Marie's research equipment. Castle
and Beckett learn Marie was using a telescopic

image-capture at an observatory in Jersey, but all
the data was erased. As they go to investigate,
their car dies in the middle of the road in the
middle of nowhere ... and then a bright, blinding flash fills the sky. Alien invaders?!
Castle and Beckett are separated into dark
rooms. They are interrogated about Marie's research. Just as quickly, they end up back in the
car, with hickey-like bruises on their necks from
injections.
Then guest star Lovett, who plays Agent Westfield, comes into the picture. Casde and Beckett
receive an image CD from before Marie died.
Westfield completely blows the alien theory out
of the water, discussing Marie intercepting classified security information, with spies and China
involved. A conspiracy theory perhaps?
Meanwhile, Ashley's parents come to visit!
Alexis tells Castle that they are serious people,
and everything starts to go haywire when Castle
begins thinking aloud about the alien case. I
wonder if Ashley's parents thought Castle himself was an alien. On boy.
Castle calls Beckett, claiming that Marie may
not have been the spy for the Chinese. They
track down Dr. Vaughn, where they find ne
forged Marie's signature on requests which directed the data from the observatory telescope to
bad places. They end up at a warehouse in Chinatown, where they find Vaughn and his mysterious handler, a cigarette-smoking man.
The cause of Marie's explosive decompression?

noo uxxiesy aoc go com

Castle and Beckett confer with Chief and Agent Westfield on Close Encounters of the Murderous Kind.'

A vacuum packer in the warehouse. Vaughn and
his handler are arrested and carted off. Ryan inquires about a medal for their work, ana Agent
Westfield proclaims, "This never happened."
Strange dude. .
Alexis calls Castle, reporting that Ashley'sparents found him to be fascinating. Approval! Then
he's deflated when Beckett won't share a private

conversation between Agent Westfield and herself. She claims it's classified.
Tune in next week to learn about the mystery
of a dockworker's murder and delve into the history of turn-of-the-century New York with "Last
Can." Watch Mondays at 10 p.m. on ABC.
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The 44th Annual Country Music Awards
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor
T h e 44th Country Music Awards (CMAs) premiered on November 10th at 8 p.m. This year it was hosted by Carrie Underwood and Brad Paisley. Every year the CMAs seem to grow in both
success and amazing performances. This year was no exception.
Starting off the night to a huge array of live performances was the
amazing Carrie Underwood with the song Songs Like This."
This year Mac Anally walked away with the title of Musician of
the Year, beating out guitar players like Paul Franklin, Dann Huff,
Brent Mason, and Randy Scruggs. This year's Music Video Award
went to Miranda Lambert's "The House that Built Me," something
that came as no surprise as she also had another video in the running, "White Liar." Blake Shelton, the fiancé of Ms. Lambert, picked
up the Musical Event of the Year for "Hillbilly Bone." Lambert also
walked away with Song of the Year, "The House that Built Me,' written by Tom Douglas and Allen Shamblin, as well as Album of the
Year, "Revolution," produced by Frank Liddell and Mike Wrucke,
with the label company Columbia Nashville.
Lambert beat out artists like Carrie Underwood, Lady Antebellum, George Strait, and Dierks Bentley for Album of the Year,
though Lady Antebellum did take away an award before the end of
.the night. Tney received the Song of the Year Award with their hit
song Need You Now." They also performed the song "Hello
World," a track firom.their album "Need You Now." Lady Antebellum surprisingly also walked away with the award for Vocal Group
of the Year, beating out artists like Little Big Town, Rascal Flatts,
The Band Perry, and the Zac Brown Band. Next up was Duo of
the Year. That award was handed over to the amazing duo Sugarland. With their newest release "Stuck Like Glue" blaring out of
Country Radio speakers, it came as no shock
Taylor Swift sang one of her newest releases "Back to December,"
from her latest album "Speak Now," playing the piano as snow fell
softly down on her and tne audience. Sne was wearing a gorgeous
dress and I enjoyed the different sound of her playing the piano
instead of a guitar.
Gwyneth Paltrow gave a stellar performance, singing her newest
hit for her upcoming movie "Country Strong." She did«an amazing
job, for one of her fust country performances.
Kelly Clarkson also made an appearance after having fallen off
the face of Country Music for some time, singing a duo with Country Artist Jason Aldean. They gave a fantastic performance of the
song "Don't You Wanna Stay
As the night wound down, the tension wound up. The next award
was Artist of the Year, given to the Zac Brown Band. And then only
three remained. The three most contended-for awards fell in quick
succession, starting with Male Vocalist of the Year. Miranda Lambert, already beside herself from an amazing night, jumped to her
feet as Blake Shelton was announced as this year s winner. She wasn't the only one crying tears of joy; with her was Reba McEntire. It
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Keith Urban was one of the nominees for Entertainer of the Year.
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Brad Paisley and Carrie Underwood hosted the 44th annual CMAs.

was then both shocking and expected that who should receive this
year's Female Vocalist of the year but Miranda Lambert. This
newly- engaged couple is off to a fantastic year and it only seems to
be getting better. Overall it seems as though the CMAs were leaning towards a more heart-to-heart kind of tneme this year. Miranda
Lambert is known for her sentimental but also crazy songs. This
year, she took the cake with her sentimental side. Her performance
of her song, "That's the Way the World Goes Rouna rocked the
audience with a high-energy performance where the metallic
scenery matched her outfit.
Finally, it was time to announce this year's Entertainer of the Year.
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Miranda Lambert won Music Video and Song of the Year.

In the running were artists Lady Antebellum, Miranda Lambert,
Brad Paisley, Keith Urban, and the Zac Brown Band.'Tim McGraw
announced this award, shouting out the winner with a huge smile
on his face. This year's winner was Brad Paisley. Paisley walked
onto the stage witn tears in his eyes and a disbelieving expression.
For the first moments after his name was called he was struck
speechless. He quoted Litde Jimmy Dickens, saying, "If you ever
see a turtle on a fencepost, he had help getting tnere." It comes as
no surprise to me that someone like Brad Paisley can still find a
way to tell a joke as he suppresses tears of joy.
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'Call of Duty: Black Ops': Back and Better than Ever
than before. Reticule customization, face paint,
and the creating of your own icon are welcome
new features as well. "Black Ops" includes some
O n e of the biggest first-person shooters of all the old game modes that everyone enjoys so
time is back, analt does not disappoint. "Call of much. It also features some new twists as well.
Duty: Black Ops" features everything fans have There is a new "Combat Training" mode, which
come to love about the game ana more. The cam- helps players who are new to the online aspects of
paign takes place in the 1960s during the Cold the game. There are contracts that can be comWar era. You play the game as Alex Mason, as he pleted which have certain goals, that when comis being interrogated for information that he can't pleted, will reward the player with money. Wager
remember. The way the game plays out is by play- Matches allow players to bet their points in
ing through his various memories as he served games, leaving tne top three players with the difor the Studies and Operations Group (SOG). His vided winnings. A new Theater system has been
captors are searching for a number that could implemented as well. It allows the player to
stop a horrifying WMD attack Although the spread screenshots, dips, as well as full games to
campaign is short (about six hours), it delivers the rest of the "Call of Duty" world. Also apparwhat is possibly one of the strongest "Call of ent are the weapons, some of which are the most
Duty" stories yet. The missions are fast and in- creative in the series. New additions include the
tense. It constantly throws the player through crossbow, ballistic knife, tomahawk, and some
each mission with nard-hitting action. The game devastating kill streaks as well. My favorite so far
lacks some of the memorable cinematography is the RC controlled car with C4 strapped to it.
and physics that Modern Warfare is known for, The player controls this car into any poor victim
but events in the storyline make up for it. The vi- that nappens to not notice this deadly little toy.
suals are decent and snow off the gritty landscape You can near players online screaming, "Where
is it!" as the sound of the RC tires come zooming
you would think to see in the Cold War.
around.
What really sells the "Call of Duty" franchise is,
The famous Zombie mode has made its return
of course, tne multiplayer. "Black Ops" multiplayer lives up to the franchise as it features some to the series also. The new Zombie mode has
nice additions not seen in the others. The first three different types. The first is an old theater.
thing to take notice to are the new "CoD Points," The second takes four players either online or offwhicn are a form of currency you can use to un- line as JFK, Fidel Castro, Richard Nixon, or
lock new equipment You still nave to reach a cer- Robert McNamara. The dialogue is rather hutain rank to unlock gear, but the points allow you morous. The third is an Easter egg I will leave up
to get the accessories and the perks much faster to the players to find. The Zombie mode will

.
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Rotunda Reporter
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The new 'Call of Duty' is fast-paced, as the helicopters unleashes ammo on unsuspecting foes.

most likely continue with downloadable content
in the future.
To sum it up, "Call of Duty: Black Ops" makes
a great part of the "Call of Duty" family The
biggest problem I see is that some players will
have a hard time converting from the Modern
Warfare" type ofplay. Players need to realize that
this is "Call of Duty: Black Ops," not "Call of
Duty: Modern Warfare 2." The same could have

been said about "Call of Duty 4" and "Call of
Duty: World at War." In the end everyone is going
to get "Black Ops" because "Call of Duty has
surely made a name for itself. The game will continue to grow and improve, ana "Black Ops"
shows this.
Rated: 9 out of 10

g)<16 & Pregnant' Review: Emily's Trials and Tribulations
BROOKE JENKINS

Rotunda Reporter
o n the third episode of the new
season, "16 & Pregnant" introduced
the viewers to Emily. She was an ailAmerican teenage girl and a junior in
high school. She was a majorette for
her high school, which is where she
met her boyfriend Daniel. She was a
straight-A student and had achieved
many awards. After her mom found
out sne was pregnant, she kicked Emily
out, and tola her that she was not living
pregnant under her roof. Emily had no
other place to go other than her dad
and stepmom's house, which was an
hour away. In a new school and a new
town, Emily had missed being with her
mom, boyfriend, and frienas. Daniel
would try to visit on the weekends and

even seemed very aggressive toward
Daniel's parents when they went to
lunch. The problem with Emily graduating was her amount of absences from
school. She had already missed five
days from morning sickness, and she
was only allowed two weeks out of the
whole year. The school would fail her if
"It became very hard she missed any more than that. This
for Emily to take care made Emily, ner dad, and her stepmom upset, because the doctor recof Liem and do
ommended she take off a month for
homework at ¿he same the pregnancy. After her stepmom and
Daniels mom tried to pull some
time."
strings, they found out there was no
way it would work. Emily's stepmom
withdrew her from school that day,
The two problems were her dad and and told her she needed to get started
graduating early. Her dad was not on homeschooling.
As the due date got closer and closer,
nappy about the pregnancy and did
not seem to accept Daniel willingly. He Daniel showed up less and less. This

her friends came up every once in a
while.
Emily and Daniel's plan was to graduate high school together, go to college,
and live in married student housing.

made Emily very nervous that he
would not be around for their baby
boy. Her dad and stepmom made it a
point to talk to her about their relationship, and she seemed very unsure
about their plans. In the middle of the
night, a few days before her due date,
Emily started having contractions. She
called Daniel and tola him that she was
heading to the hospital. Her dad was
away doing business, and was unable
to be there for when she delivered the
baby. After many hours in labor, Emily
finally gave birth to her son, Liem
Allen.
,
When they finally got home, Emily's
dad was waiting to see Liem. When
Daniel gave him to Emily's dad, he and
her stepmom started to cry. He said
they made a very beautiful creature.
Daniel seemed like he was eager to

help out that first weekend, but had to
go back home after two days. It became
very hard for Emily to take care of
Liem and do homework at the same
time. When Daniel came to visit, he
told her that it was not that hard and
she was making it sound harder than
what it really was. This upset Emily
and made her question marrying him.
As months went by, Emily found out
that she was not working at the right
pace to graduate early with Daniel,
which upset her dad. He said that if she
did not graduate, Liem would be disappointed in her. Emily is working
hard to graduate and taking care of
Liem. She realizes that having a baby is
really hard, and has put a strain on ner
school work To keep following Emily's
story, tune in on Thursdays to MTV at
10 p.m.
f
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Making the Most Out of Your Winter Break This Year
of stores will post that they are looking for people for their holiday team, and you can send an
email to receive more information and get an application. Individual people will also post lookI am ready for winter
ins for babysitters or house sitters, although I
break. I am ready for my
advise caution when going this route. Using
mom to make me dinner
Craigslist
is fairly simple. Go
to
night
and
to
talk
to
eveirv ni
www.craigslist.com, and look on the right to find
my. dad
dad1more than a couple
the closest city to you. If you live in the Northern
times a month and to have
Virginia, Washington, D.C. or Maryland region,
my dog fall asleep in my lap
cliocon Washington, D.C. under U.S. cities to
and to not have to do
find postings in your area. Look under jobs, and
schoolwork There is one
dick
on part-time at the bottom to find seasonal
part of winter break that EDITORIAL
retail jobs and similar postings. Look under gigs
really sucks (other than
to find babysitting jobs, jobs to work event, and
leaving everyone for a
similar temporary gigs.
month). I need to get a job.
Care.com - It's basically a job board
I worked at an internship over the summer, 2.
and although I was extremely fortunate to re- specifically dedicated to care jobs. You can go on
ceive the jew» it's a bummer that the job left me tne website to find babysitting jobs, pet care jobs,
with nothing to come back to this winter. I find elderly care jobs and house sitting jobs. Sign up
it difficult to find a temporary job. Who wants and create a profile for free, showing your expeto hire some college kid who says "Hey, I can riences and availability. List references, and specome work for 30 days but then I nave to quit?" cial services you can provide (such as special
Actually, a lot of places do. As I began search- needs care) and other things to attract potential
ingfor•jobs,
iocs,IIfound
foundthat
tf a ton of places were try
customers to your profile. Let people find you,
ing to add to their "holiday team, or looking foi
ibr or use the search features to look at postings of
people to help cover them during the busiest available jobs. Many parents are looking all-day
time of the year. I would assume many of these babysitters while tneir children are on winter
businesses cannot afford to maintain all of the break from school, so it's the perfect way to find
employees year-round, so many are looking for a temporary babysitting gig.
fieds - Many compacollege students who will be leaving the job in 3.
Newspaper Classine
tii rnewspathe beginning of January. This matches up nicely nies will still post want ads in the local
with students who are just trying to find some per as they are looking for help. The postings are
work over break Here are some different places usually for full-time positions, but sometimes if
to check out if you are on the job hunt as well:
you are lucky you will snag a part-time or sea1.
Craigslist-I use to hate Craigslist It just sonal position. Most newspapers are available in
seems so creepy. I really wanted to find a job, an online edition. There will usually be a classihowever, so I decided to check it out for the sake fied tab at the top, and somewhere on there it will
of checking it out It doesn't seem that bad A lot say Employment or Help Wanted with job openNICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

I

ings posted.
4.
Retail Jobs - Go straight to the store's
website, or go to customer service within the
store. Many stores try to add additional employees during the holidays, seeing as the store usually sees an influence of customers, is open later
hours, and has more employees taking time off
for holiday vacations. Retail stores often give
their employees an employee discount, so it can
be an extra benefit to get a retail job, socially if
you have a lot of holiday shopping to do yourself. Don't be afraid to be proactive and go
straight up to the store.
5.
Delivery Jobs - The United States Postal
Service, UPS, and FedEx often hire extra workers during the holiday season. From what I've
been toldby guys at my high school that worked
these jobs, its hard work but pays well. With so
many packages being delivered during the holiday season, the companies need help to make the
process faster and more efficient. They will hire
workers who basically serve as "runners." The
driver pulls up to the house, the worker grabs the
packages from the truck and rims them up to the
house, and runs back to the truck to move on to
the next location. Check the websites of the different companies to see if they are hiring in your
area.
6.
Places of Worship- The holiday season
is usually the time were there is the highest attendance at places of worship. Sometimes these
places will hire people to serve as babysitters, to
allow everyone who wants to go to service the
privilege of coming without worrying about
finding a babysitter themselves. I work at a synagogue, and I nave been hired numerous times to
work during service. My own church also tries
to provide babysitting services during the church
service. Contacting the actual church, syna-

gogue, or whatever other place is in your area is
probably the best way to get this gig.
7.
Hotels - A lot of people travel during the
holidays, and need some place to stay. Hotels
might look to hire people to join their staff to
make holiday travels more comfortable for
everyone. Contact hotels in your area to see if
any of them are trying to add to their holiday
staff.
8.
Make Your Own Flyers - Channel the
12-year-old in you and make flyers to pass
around your neighborhood. Offer to help set up,
work and clean up after parties, babysit, run errand, decorate and/or clean the house, dog sit, or
any other household responsibilities someone
may need some extra help with. Some people are
hesitant to hire a complete stranger, but would
feel more comfortable hiring a college student
who lives in their neighborhood Make a flyer
with your name, what services you provide, and
contact information. Consider including a picture if you think it will help your neighbor trigger who you are. Make 50 copies, and pass them
around to houses in your neighborhood. You
never know who might want your help!
Start looking for jobs now. Get your applications in early, so you have something secured
when you go home in December. Our holiday
break is five weeks long this year, so it gives you
even more time to work a job and build up your
savings. Don't be afraid to try a new job. After
all, it is only five weeks long so even ii you don't
like the job that much it wul be over before you
know it. Just don't let the opportunity of time off
from school get away from you!
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Thank You Longwood
2010-2011 Faculty & Staff Campaign for Longwood
Honor Roll of Donors
'i

* Indicates member of the Faculty & Staff Campaign Committee
Anonymous
Dr. William P. Abrams *
Mrs. Freddie S. Adcock
Dr. Cheryl L. Adkins
Dr. Pamela W. Aerni
Dr. Peggy C. Agee
Mrs. Linda L. Alphin
Dr. Consuelo J. Alvarez
Dr. Benjamin M. Amoss, Jr.
Kelly E. Anderson
Mrs. Elsie B. Angus
Dr. Jennifer M. Apperson
Ms. Pamela Arkin
Ms. Brenda L Atkins
Mr. Jonathan D. Atkinson
Mr. Troy S. Austin
Mr. Grant Avent *
Dr. Frank W. Bacon
Mrs. Joanna H. Baker
Mr. Joseph R. Baker
Mrs. Marlene W. Baker
Dr. Ayse N. Balas
Ms. leva Balcus
Mrs. Jennifer R. Baldwin
Mrs. Linda B. Baldwin
Dr. Connie H. Ballard
Mr. Jerry W. Banton
Dr. Wendell A. Barbour
Mrs. Barbara E. Barnard
Dr. Paul T. Barrett
Mr. Buddy Barron
Mrs. Rebecca G. Bartow
Ms. Bettie G. Bass
Mrs. Kimberly H. Bass
Mr. William Baxter
Mrs. Mary Frances Bell-Johnson
Mr. William C. Benninghove, Jr.
Dr. Lee M. Bidwell
Mrs. Lauren S. Bingler *
Mrs. Virginia P. Black
Ms. Christina P. Blottner
Mr. Charles B. Bolding
Mr. Kent L. Booty
Mr. William R. Boulden
Ms. K. Johnson Bowles
Mrs. Kerri Boyd
Mrs. Kathryn D. Brankley
Dr. Raymond T. Brastow
Mrs. K. Dartene Bratcher
Mr. Richard W. Bratcher
Mr. Steve R. Brdarski
Mr. Patrick Breen
Mr. Jason E. Brooks
Mr. Timothy Brown
Ms. Johnice D. Brown
Mrs. Debbie C. Bruce
Mr. Mark A. Brumfield
Dr. Stephanie Bucheri
Dr. David W. Buckalew
Mr. Michael Burke
Ms. Bobbie S. Burton
Mr. Shawn Burton
Mrs. Gina Caldwell
Ms. Bonnie J. Campbell
Ms. Mary A. Carroll - Hackett
Mrs. Lynn H. Chapman
Mr. Sean C. Chapman
Mrs. Kathy K. Charleston
Mrs. Beth Cheuk
Mr. Robert J. Chonko
Dr. Audrey P. Church *
Dr. Theresa A. Clark
Mrs. Brenda B. Clark
Mr. Robert E. Clark
Mrs. Shawn A. Clements
Dr. Robert J. Cochran
Ms. Marcia M. Cole
Dr. A. Vonnie Colvin
Mrs. Jennifer G. Conkwright
Mrs. Jessica E. Conwell
Mrs. Virginia S. Cook

We

Mr. Alan C. Cook
Mrs. Deborah J. Cooper
Mr. P. Kenneth Copeland
Mrs. Gayle J. Covington
Ms. Jennifer C. Cox
Mrs. Cynthia S. Crews
Mrs. Cecelia D. Culler
Ms. Jennifer R. Culley
Dr. Douglas M. Dalton
Mrs. Gayle H. Daly
Dr. Glenn S. Dardick
Miss Jonnelle C. Davis
Miss Melissa L. Davis
Ms. Tracy L. Debner *
Mrs. Tiffany E. Dempsey
Ms. Erin C. Devine
Mrs. Suzanne M. Donnelly
Ms. Ann Dowdy
Mrs. Sharon F. Drinkard
Mrs. Hazel P. Duncan
Mr. B. Todd Dyer
Mr. Malvin Eanes
Mrs. Diane N. Easter
Dr. Melody K. Eaton
Ms. Jennifer L. Eckrote
Mrs. Betty A. Eike
Mrs. Cynthia B. Elliott
Mr. John W. Ellison
Mrs. Paula J. Ellison
Dr. Sharon S. Emerson-Stonnell
Mrs. Debbie D. Epperson
Mrs. Paige S. Epps
Mrs. Lynn W. Estes
Mr. A. Moffatt Evans, Jr.
Mrs. Janet C. Evans
Ms. Jayne C. Fanshaw
Ms. Shelly S. Farley
Dr. Larissa Smith Fergeson
Mrs. Brenda W. Ferguson
Mr. Kevin M. Fillman
Mrs. Susan G. Finch
President Patrick Finnegan
Mrs. Rebecca H. Fisher
Dr. Mary A. Flanigan
Dr. Donald C. Fleming, Jr.
Mrs. Lisa J. Flippen
Ms. Melinda I. Fowlkes
Dr. Robert E Frank
Mr. Mike L Frank
Mr. James E. Gaines
Dr. Philip A. Gapinski
Dr. Joseph E. Garcia
Ms. Stacey D. Garrett
Mrs. Nadine G. Garrett
Mr. Barry T. Gentry
Ms. Brandi D. George *
Mrs. Caroline A. Gibbs
Mrs. Janet H. Gibson
Mr. T. Marty Gibson
Mrs. Sally W. Gilfillan
Ms. Cocheyse A. Gilliam
Mrs. April B. Godsey
Dr. Lily A. Goetz
Ms. Alyson K. Goff
Mrs. Rhonda S. Golden
Mrs. Pamela F. Goldman
Ms. Ruth E. Gowin
Mr. H. Franklin Grant
Mr. Larry C. Gray
Dr. Christopher G. Gulgas
Mr. Jakob Gustafsson
Mr. John Hackney
Dr. Jacqueline A. Hall
Mr. Jeffrey A. Halliday
Mr. David C. Hamilton
Dr. William R. Harbour
Ms. Jennie E. Hardy
Mr. John P. Hark
Mrs. Amy M. Harris
Mrs. Anita T. Harris
Mr. Larry B. Harris

Mrs. Terry T. Harris
Mr. John T. Hastings, III
Dr. James C. Haug
Mrs. Jeanne S. Hayden
Dr. Chene R. Heady
Mr. Gus Hemmer
Ms. Carolyn A. Higgins
Ms. Tammy M. Hines
Ms. Sarah M. Hobgood
Mrs. Courtney Hodges
Mr. John Lee Hogge
Dr. W. Neal Holmes
Mr. David V. Hooper
Mr. Ivan Howard
Mr. Douglas E. Howell
Mrs. Francis Huddleston
Ms. Jennifer Huddleston
Mr. William M. Irish
Mrs. Teresa Irish
Ms. Angela M. Jackson
Ms. Pippa C. Jackson
Mrs. Goldie T. Jamerson
Mr. David F. Jarrett
Mr. Bruce T. Jenkins
Mr. Ronald D. Jennings
Mr. Jerry Jerome
Mrs. Debbie L Johnson
Dr. Naomi Johnson
Mr. Scott W. Johnson
Mr. Tyron Johnson
Dr. Deneese L Jones
Dr. Christopher D. Jones
Mr. James C. Jordan
Dr. Stephen C. Keith
Mr. Donald B. Kellum
Mr. Steven R. Kerns
Dr. Edward L. Kinman
Mrs. Virginia R. Kinman
Dr. Charles E. Kinzer
Dr. Lisa B. Kinzer
Ms. Elizabeth Kocevar-Weidinger
Dr. Rena A. Koesler
Dr. Anthony A. Koyzis
Mr. Nathan G. Landis
Dr. Claire R. LaRoche
Dr. Linda K. Lau
Dr. Eric L Laws
Mr. Matthew B. Lawson
Mrs. Shirley R. Lee
Mrs. Jackie Lehman
Dr. Mary E. Lehman
Mrs. Virginia V. Lewis
Mrs. Linda R. Locke
Mrs. Cecelia H. Long
Mrs. Donna B. Loverde
Dr. M. Leigh Lunsford
Mr. William B. Lynn
Mr. Jay Lynn
Dr. David E. Magill
Mrs. Keary M. Mariannino
Mr. Michael B. Mariannino
Dr. Melanie M. Maries
Dr. Robert Marmorstein
Ms. Kelly A. Martin
Ms. Ellen L. Masters *
Dr. Rachel T. Mathews
Dr. Katrina L Maynard
Mr. Matthew C. McGregor
Mrs. Sheri R. McGuire
Mrs. lone (Onie) McKenzie
Ms. Sallie D. McMullin
Dr. RonaldF. McPherson
Dr. Wayne E. McWee
Ms. Michelle E. Meadows
Dr. Ruth L. Meese
Ms. Sharon M. Menegoni
Dr. Donald A. Merkle
Dr. John D. Miller
Dr. Jason S. Milne *
Miss Lori A. Mitchell
Mr. James R. Mitchell

ARE

Mr. Terry A. Monahan
Mr. Garry L. Monroe
Dr. Gerald M. Montoya
Mr. Brett M. Mooney
Mrs. Lisa J. Mooney
Dr. Francis X. Moore
Mrs. Sherri P. Moore
Mrs. Kathryn B. Morgan
Mrs. Linda L Morgan
Mrs. Cricket Morris
Mrs. Barbara P. Morris
Mrs. Virginia C. Moss
Mrs. Kathy R. Motley
Dr. James R. Munson
Dr. Eugene T. Muto
Mr. Ben Myers
Mr. James P. Nash
Mr. Christopher A. Neal
Mrs. Tracy M. Nelson
Mr. Ron Newcomb
Mrs. Daphne V. Norton *
Mrs. Shannon H. Nusbaum
Mr. Ernest H. O'Boyle
Ms. Abigail H. O'Connor *
Ms. Kelly Oddy
Mrs. Elizabeth A. Orange
Dr. Geoffrey C. Orth
Mrs. Pamela P. Ostrander
Mrs. Cynthia N. Owen
Mr. Timothy R. Owens
Mr. Sean OTork
Ms. Jenna M. Page
Mr. Glenn T. Parker
Ms. Leah L. Payne
Ms. Dawn Peebles
Dr. Kenneth B. Perkins
Dr. Jeannine R. Perry
Mrs. Sharon J. Perutelli
Mrs. Eva E. Philbeck
Dr. Tim J. Pierson
Ms. Kate M. Planow
Mrs. Nancy C. Postans
Ms. Margaret M. Potts
Mr. Douglas C. Poulston
Dr. Lissa Power-deFur
Mr. Gregory D. Prouty
Mrs. Paula Clay Prouty
Ms. Crystal S. Ragland *
Ms. Ellen F. Ranson
Dr. Ramesh N. Rao
Ms. Daphne Ratliff
Mrs. Kimberly C. Redford
Mrs. Frances M. Reeve
Mr. Bill F. Reinson
Mrs. Jen C. Rentschler
Mrs. Rena Reynolds
Mr. Andrew M. Ribeiro
Ms. Kathy L. Riley
Dr. Gordon L. Ring
Mr. Larry Robertson
Dr. Chañes D. Ross
Ms. Abbey Rowe *
Dr. Cathy J. Roy
Mrs. Elaine M. Rush
Ms. Robin L Rutledge
Mr. James M. Rutter
Mrs. Christina M. Sampler
Ms. Laura Sanchez
Ms. Mary M. Saunders
Mrs. Jennifer L Sawyer
Mr. John D. Sawyer
Ms. Kelsey N. Scheitlin
Ms. Karen M. Schinabeck *
Mrs. Sylvia C. Schutt
Mr. JaBari A. Scott
Mrs. Nancy E. Scruggs
Mrs. Sheila Vaughan Seagle
Mrs. Lisa H. Seamster
Mrs. Robin Sedgwick
Mr. Dennis A. Sercombe
Mrs. Sharon M. Sercombe

Mrs. Nancy B. Shelton
Mr. James E. Shelton, Jr.
Dr. David W. Shoenthal
Ms. Jenise Shumaker
Mr. Christopher D. Shumaker
Mr. Bobby Ray Simmons
Mr. James E. Simpson
Mrs. Evelyn Sims
Dr. Robin D. Smith
Dr. Wendy Hageman Smith
Mrs. Cinay R. Smith
Mr. Stuart Smith
Mrs. Christine L. Snead
Dr. Gerry R. Sokol
Mrs. Florence S. Southall
Dr. Gena D. Southall
Mr. Matthew L. Spalding
Mrs. Amy Jo Spencer
Mrs. Hadley B. Sporbert
Mr. Charles C. Stein
Mrs. Aneicia G. Stimpson
Mrs. Angela R. Stimpson
Dr. Mary Jo Stockton
Mr. Eric S. Stoller
Ms. Wendy L. Stone
Mr. Christopher M. Stratton
Ms. Jeanne E. Strunk
Dr. William D. Stuart 4
Ms. Rebecca K. Sturgill
Ms. Susan M. Sullivan *
Mr. Hunter R. Swanson
Mrs. Mandy T. Swanson
Mr. Earl L. Swink
Dr. Peggy L. Tarpley
Mr. Lee L. Taylor
Dr. Glenda P. Taylor
Dr. E. Derek Taylor
Mr. Douglas E. Thibault
Mrs. Cynthia M. Thompson
Dr. Maria A. Timmerman
Dr. Linda T. Townsend
Dr. Pamela J. Tracy
Mrs. Joyce TVent
Mr. Tim TVent
Mrs. Patti Trent
Mr. Gregory C. Tsigaridas
Mrs. Peggy C. Turner
Ms. Tina M. Turner
Mr. Harold Tyler
Mrs. Jackie S. Wallace
Dr. Bennie D. Waller, Jr.
Mrs. Louise W. Waller
Dr. Maureen J. Walls-McKay
Mrs. Peggy K. Ward
Mrs. Karin J. Warner
Ms. Allison J. Warren
Dr. Robert P. Webber
Mr. Michael David Whaley
Dr. Charles D. White
Dr.Wayne E. White
Ms. Sarah E. Whitley
Dr. Ling Y. Whitworth
Mrs. Delia H. Wickizer
Dr. Katherine D. Wiesendanger
Ms. Stacey U. Wilkerson
Mrs. Lydia C. Williams
Mrs. Cindy D. Wilson
Ms. Jean Wilwohl
Mrs. Kim B. Wingo
Dr. Walter R. T. Witschey
Mr. John W. Wood III
Mrs. Betty J. Woodie
Ms. Debra A. Wooding
Mr. Todd W. Worsham
Ms. Kathy S. Worster
Dr. Linda Berns Wright
Ms. All Wright *
Mr. Justin Yancey
Mrs. Lucie P. Zehner
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Longwood University

Women's Basketball Hosts Lancer Classic Season Opener
BENMAITLAND

Sports Editor

THe Longwood University women's basketball
team started its season on the right note, defeating
Campbell University of the Atlantic Sun Conference
71-4« on Fit, Nov. 12 in Willett Hall on thefirstday
of the season-opening Lancer Classic. The Lancers
were spearheaded by sophomore Chelsea Coward,
who tallied 12 points, while junior transfer Mina Jovanovic scored ten points in ner Lancer debut against
the Camels (0-1).
Longwood opened up with an 11-4 lead in the first
tive minutes of action. Coward hit a three-pointer,
while four points came from Jovanovic ana junior
Brittanyjones, also playing herfirstgame with Longwood. The lead was stretched to 17-8 before Campbell scoredfiveunanswered points to trim the lead to
17-13 with 12:33 remaining in the half. The Lancers
gained more momentum, widening the lead to 39-22
with 20 seconds left in thefirsthalfThe Lancers held

A Three
Man
Fight
BENMAITLAND

Sports Editor

Forty-six points. That's
all that separates the three
front-runners in this year's
Chase for the Sprint Cup.
H
All season long, Denny
Hamlin, Jimmie Johnson
and Kevin Harvick have
fought tooth and nail for
the right to be called the
SPORTS
best driver in NASCAR.
a 39-24 advantage at halftime. Longwood turned 14 Sophomore Chelsea Coward makes a shot at the Campbell game on Nov. 12.
COLUMN
With 35 races down and
Campbell turnovers into 16 points in thefirsthalf.
The Lancers now hold a 3-4 all-time record against Crook with 11:40 remaining. The Lancers got close
In the second half, Campbell cut the lead to 41-28 Campbell in the sport of women's basketball, includ- 48-44 with 7:28 left after a 9-3 run. Marshall got the only one more to go this
weekend at Homestead-Miami Speedway, it is still
with 15:30 left in the game, but the Lancers outscored ing wins in the last two matchups in Willett Hall.
lead back to 10 at 60-50 with 1:15 remaining in the
anyone's championship to win. This is the closest
the Camels 9-2 over the next 2:45 to lead 50-30.
The women's team then lost to Marshall University game.
points batde this late in the season since the Chase's
Freshman Emilee Dunton and junior Morgan Smith of Conference USA 62-54 on Saturday evening, Nov.
The Lancers shot just 32.1 percent (18-56)fromthe inception in 2004. That year, Kurt Busch won his first
each made a three-pointer during the 9-2 run. Long- 13 in Willett Hall on the second day of the Lancer floor, including only 13.3 percent (2-15)frombehind
and only championship by just eight points over
wood opened the lead to 23 points with under a- Classic. The Lancers (1 -1) were led by junior Brittanni the arc, and 66.7 percenr (16-24) from the charity
minute to play on a three-pointer by fireshmaii Bria Billups, who had her first double-double of the sea- stripe. Billups scored 21 points on 8-for-20 shooting Johnson. The margin of victory this year could be
even tighter than that, and the championship could
White, which made thefinalscore 71-48.
son, recording 21 points and 14 rebounds against the while going 5-for-8fromthe foul line and grabbing a very well be decided on thefinallap.
Longwood shot 35.6 percent (21-59) from the Thundering Herd (1-1).
game-high 14 rebounds. White added 11 points and
Johnson, as most people know, has won the last
floor, including 44.4 percent (8-18)fromthree-point
The Lancers looked vulnerable early on, but tied three rebounds. Mina Jovanovic recorded eight
four
Sprint Cup championships in a row. While Johnrange, and 77.8 percent (21-27) from the charity the game at 8-8 with 15:11 remaining in thefirsthalf points, including going 6-for-6 from the foul line,
son
does
have fans who rootforhim, many NASCAR
stripe. Coward scored 12 points and also corralled on a three-pointer by Morgan Smith. Smith scored with seven rebounds and three assists. Longwood
fans
have
hoped and prayed for an end to his reign as
four rebounds. Jovanovic scored her 10 points with again to put Longwood in tne lead for thefirsttime at scored 18 second-chance points off of offensive rechampion.
Some view him as vanilla with no subseven assists and went 6-for-8 onfreethrows. Smith 10-8 with 13:49 remaining in the half. The Herd bounds. The Thundering Herd shot 39.0 percent (23stance.
Some
regard him as a driver who has climbed
grabbed a game-high eight rebounds and scored gained a 17-12 lead with 5:54 remaining in the first 59) from thefloor,including just 22.2 percent (2-9)
to
the
top
of
the
sport too easily. Many fans, myself
seven points of her own. Longwood outrebounded half, but Longwood went on a 13-2 run over the next from behind the arc, and 58.3 percent (14-24) from
included,
just
want
to see someone different crowned
Campbell 45-38 and scored 18 points off of offensive 4:30 to take tne 25-19 lead with one minute left in the the foul line.
as champion of the Sprint Cup Series.
rebounds.
half. Marshall tallied four points at the end of the half
Longwood returns to the court on Fri., Nov. 19,
Hamlin, who drives the FedEx Toyota for Joe
Campbell shot just 27.6 percent (8-29) from the as Longwood took a close 25-23 lead into halftime. when it hosts High Point University of the Big South
Gibbs Racing, began this season as one of the fafloor, including 12.5 percent (1-8) from three-point
In the second half, Longwood pushed the lead back Conference in Willett Hall at 7 p.m.
vorites to wrestle the Sprint Cup away from Johnson.
land, and 67.7 percent (21-31) from the foul line. tofourat 29-25 after a layup by Billups. Adrian RanHe and his crew chief Mike Ford have been very vocal
Amanda O'Neill led the Camels with nine points. dall made twofreethrows ana Rashedah Henriques
HEWSBMMK
all season about how the team is prepared to win a
Jazmine Cooper, Courtney Cannon, and Ashley hit a three-pointer to put the Herd back infront30-29
title. No other team in the garage area put a target on
James tallied seven points apiece. James also led the with 18:11 remaining in the game. Henriques hit an- Senior Guard Krystal Garrison is no longer
Johnson's back quite as much as Hamlin's. Hamlin's
a member of the women's basketball team
Camels with six rebounds. The Camels stole the ball other three-pointer with 16:19 remaining. The lead
2010 season has been up and down. He began the
from the Lancers 16 times.
for undisclosed reasons.
stretched to ten points after a field goal by Tynikki
year struggling tofinishin the top 10 and struggling
to challenge for wins. He also had surgery to repair
his torn ACL in his left knee. He did not miss a race
and won at Texas Motor Speedway just two weeks ref
moved from the surgery. He went on to win six more
times this season.
<. .<i>u^.> i
#t..<«i
Johnson
has
also
had
another
banner
season on
points as the Jayhawks pulled away. for the program over a span of 113 play in the game. Bowman scored
BEN MAITLAND
the
Sprint
Cup
circuit
He
and
crew
chief
Chad
Knaus
Kansas scored another 13 unanswered years. A capacity crowd of 16,300 was seven points and recordedfiveassists,
Sports Editor
are
still
a
force
to
be
reckoned
with
as
evidenced
by
while van der Kooij and Washington
points to stretch a huge lead to 50-23. on hand to watcn the matchup.
their
opportunity
for
a
fifth-straight
title.
Johnson
Longwood trailed big 54-27 at the half.
The men's team then lost 80-54 on each had seven points, as well. Longdrives the Lowe's Chevrolet for Hendrick MotorLongwood came out for the second the road Monday night, Nov. 15 at wood shot 37.0 percent (17-46) from
Longwood University men's bassports, the same teamforwhich he has driven his enthe
field,
including
20.0
percent
(4-20)
Stephen
F.
Austin
University
of
the
ketball is off to a rocky 0-2 start this half looking to pick up the pace. A
tire career. Johnson has never been in this situation
on
three-pointers,
and
59.3
percent
Southland
Conference
in
Nacogthree-pointer
from
redsnirt-junior
Duseason after opening its 2010-11 cambefore, trailing the points leader heading into the final
paign Fri., Nov. 12 at the University of rann Neil started things off, but Kansas doches, TX. The Lumberjacks (2-0) (16-27) at thefreethrow line.
race. He has also never won before at HomesteadScott led Stephen F. Austin with a
Kansas of the Big 12 Conference. The went on another 11-0 run to lead 65-30 pulled away from the Lancers with a
Miami, quite frankly because he has never had to. In
Lancers fell hard 113-75 to the nation- with 15 minutes left. The Lancers made 13-2 run to close the first half. The game-high 15 points, pulling down five his career, his averagefinishat Homestead is 12.7, but
ally-ranked No. 7 Jayhawks at the his- eight three-pointers in the second half, Lumberjacks led 34-24 at the half, and rebounds. Darius Gardner scored 13
he might have to step it up this weekend and chaltoric Allen Fieldhouse in Lawrence, but Kansas held on for the victory 113- never trailed again. Jereal Scott scored points off the bench for the Lumberlenge for the win to save his championship hopes.
a game-high 15 points for the host jacks, and was perfect from the free
Kan. Junior Marcus Morris led Kansas 75.
(2-0) with 18 points, while his twin
Junior transfer Jeremiah Bowman team. The Lancers (0-2) were surpris- throw line making 10-10. Antonio
brother Markieff Morris had a double- put up 13 points,fiveassists, and three ingly led by the freshman Robinson Bostic also had 11 points coming off
double with 14 points and a game-high steals for the Lancers, while senior who scored a career-high 11 points off the bench. SFAU shoV47.5 percent (2859) from thefield,including 33.3 per15 rebounds, lhe win was Kansas' Aaron Mitchell and junior Martiz the bench.
cent
(6-18) on three-pointers, and 69.2
60th-straight home game victory to ex- Washington each scorea nine points on
The game was a close one for much
tend the longest current streak in the the night. Longwood shot 45.2 percent of the first half as the two teams percent (18-26) at the line.
nation. The Lancers were led on of- (28-62) from the field, 36.7 percent swapped the lead ten times. The
Longwood and Stephen F. Austin
fense by junior Antwan Carter with his (11-30) on three-pointers, and 61.5 Lancers led 18-16 with 7:12 left in the were facing each other for the second
game-high 22 points. Carter also pulled percent (8-13)fromthe charity stripe. first half after a three-pointer from time in the sport of men's basketball.
down eight rebounds.
Marcus Morris led Kansas with nis Robinson. Longwood was still up 22- The Lumberjacks have now won both
Kansas pulled away to a big 13-2 ad- 18 points, while Markieff Morris added 21 at 4:52 following a bucket by Bow- games, including a 73-69 win in Farvantage at 16:22 with some early scor- his double-double of 14 points and a man. The Lumberjacks, however, mville last December. The Lancers are
in
ng rrom Tyrel Reed. Longwood game-high 15 rebounds alone with five closed the half with a 13-2 run. Stephen an impressive 9-1 all-time against their
igntened up, fighting back to a 19-14 assists, four steals, and two blocks. The F. Austin continued to put on the heat next opponent, UVA-Wise, an NAIA
deficit at 12:05, with help from two Jayhawks shot extremely well 62.3 per- in the second half, outscoring Long- Division I school located in southwest
three-pointfieldgoals by junior Jan van cent (43-69) from the field, including wood 13-5 over thefirstfiveminutes of Virginia.
Harvick, the third driver in the Chase for the
LU was 9-3 at home last year, and
der Kooij. The Lancers kept the Jay- 42.1 percent (8-19) on three-pointers, the period to lead 47-29 with 15:05 reSprint Cup drama, led the regular season points
hawks in their sights 24-18 with 9:27 and 70.4 percent (19-27) at the free maining. Longwood was within 49-33 holds a 22-5 record over the past two
standings for much of the year. However, he lost the
at 13:40 on the clock after a layup from years. Longwood returns home for
left in thefirsthalf, following two free throw line.
championship lead when the points were reset after
It was the first time Longwood and Carter; however the Lumberjacks kept three straigntgames in Willett Hall, bethrows from freshman David Robinthe September race at Richmond, Va. He has not held
son. The Jayhawks then went on a tear, Kansas had met in men's basketball the Lancers at bay during thefinalmin- ginning on Thursday night, Nov. 18,
the points lead since, but has done a good job of keepagainst the University of Virginia-Wise.
running all over the Lancers on an 11- competition. The nationally-ranked utes to get the win.
ing Hamlin and Johnson within striking distance
0 run to lead 35-18 with 7:05 left to play Kansas team hasfivenational champiCarter scored eight points and The tip-off for the home opener is 7
throughout the Chase. Even though he is 46 points
in the half. Markieff Morris addea six onships, while advancing to the Final brought down five rebounds for the p.m.
out offirst,Harvick still has a legitimate shot at the
points and Tyshawn Taylor scored five Four 13 times. The win was No. 2,004 Lancers, but fouled out with 9:57 left to
title. If something does happen to Hamlin and Johnson this Sunday, look for the No. 29 Shell-Pennzoil
Chevrolet to pounce and maybe come away with another championshipforRichard Childress Racing.
Still, in my eyes, the man to beat is Hamlin. That
guy has a lot of desire and motivation. Last weekend
at Phoenix, Hamlin held a 33-point lead over Johnson
and had the car to beat, leading 190 laps. He lost the
N A T H A N EPSTEIN: (31-23)
K E E N A N C R U M P : (31-23)
lead late in the race to Carl Edwards and made a
-No. 7 Wisconsin over Michigan
-Michigan over Wisconsin
costly pit stop to refuel the car with only a few laps
-No. 13 Arkansas over No. 21 Mississippi
-Arkansas over Mississippi State
left The bad thing about it was that Hamlin probably
State
-Nebraska over Texas A&M
did not have to stopforfuel. Johnsonfinishedbetter
than Hamlin and cut the lead to where it stands now
-New England over Indianapolis
-No. 8 Nebraska over No. 19 Texas A&M
at 15 points. Hamlin was very frustrated and mad
-NY Giants over Philadelphia
-New England over Indianapolis
when he climbed out of his car and I think that will
-Denver over San Diego
-Philadelphia over NY Giants
only add to his determination this Sunday at Home-San Diego over Denver
stead-Miami With Phoenix behind him, he can focus
on what he needs to do this weekend.
If Hamlin were to win the title, he would be the
TIM PIERSON
B E N M A I T L A N D : (28-26)
first NASCAR champion from the Commonwealth
-No. 7 Wisconsin over Michigan
-No. 7 Wisconsin over Michigan
of Virginia. He is a local guy from Chesterfield whose
-No. 13 Arkansas over No. 21 Mississippi
-No. 13 Arkansas over No. 21 Mississippi
parents made a lot of sacrifices to get him where he is
State
State
today. He began racing on short tracks in the area like
-No. 8 Nebraska over No. 19 Texas A&M
-No. 8 Nebraska over No. 19 Texas A&M
Southside Speedway and rose through the ranks fi- New England over Indianapolis
- New England over Indianapolis
nally making it big with JGR Tofinallyhave a cham- Philadelphia over NY Giants
- Philadelphia over NY Giants
pion from Virginia would make a lot of fans happy
- San Diego "over Denver
- San Diego over Denver
and would finally allow a new name to be etched into
the NASCAR record books.

Longwood Men s Basketball Season is Off to a Slow 0-2 Start

"The margin of victory
this year could be even
tighter than that, and
the championship could
very well be decided on
the final lap."

PIGSKIN PICK 'EM WEEKLY FOOTBALL PICKS

I
I

First time motherhood can be frightening for anyone. But when
Mary Beth Neal's son, Brendan, was born six weeks early and her
husband was away in the service, Mary Beth needed comfort
and assurance—and Centra Southside Community Hospital
provided just that.
The nursing staff was very welcoming and comforting during
Mary Beth and Brendan's stay at the hospital. In fact, her
experience was so great the first time that Mary Beth came back
to Centra Southside when her second son, Uriah, was born.
What drew Mary Beth back to Southside was not only the
friendly and experienced staff, but the size of the rooms and the
fact that her boys could stay in the room with her—a huge bonus
for a new mother.
To hear the rest of Mary's story, visit CentraSouthside.com.

A Better Place To Be

1.877.MDLINK 1
www.CentraSouthside.com

CENTRA
Southside C o m m u n i t y Hospital

